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Stephen Peter THOMPSON

PREFACE

The Sanskrta language is acknowledged to have the finest and oldest
grammatical system in the world today, besides possessing an
incomparable literature. Hence for understanding the nature of
language and of the Word itself it becomes imperative to study the
greatest authorities on Sanskrta Grammar, viz. Piil:zini, Katyayana and
Patafijali.
At the heart Pa7Jini 's great A$tadhyayf lies the concept of
pratyaya, being by far the largest adhikiira sfttra, governing the three
central adhyayas of the A$tadhyayf and virtually half the sfttras. This
in itself bears witness to the importance of the concept in language.
Indeed it has been said that to understand the Word, one needs first to
understand the relation between the stem which is known and the
pratyaya which is unknown but joins the stem to bring forth the
meaning of the whole Word.
Thus this thesis focuses on the first and most important pada
within the province of the Pratyaya Adhikiira, the pratyayapada, with
a view to shedding some light on the concept of Pratyaya and
indirectly on the Word itself.
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PART A
CHAPTER I: GENERAL INTRODUCTION ON THE CONCEPT
OF PRATYAYA IN RELATION TO THE TERMS:
PRAKIJ.TI, ANGA, DHATU, AND PRATIPADIKA

Etymology and definitions of Pratyaya
The word pratyaya is derived from the root/ dhiitu i preceded by prati
and followed by the pratyaya acl.
According to Pii!Jini 3.3.56 ac comes after a dhiitu ending in i or
i (when mere action is denoted, or when the sense is that of a name,
the word being related to the dhiitu from which the name is derived
but not as an agent).
Here the dhiitu i in the sense of 'movement' is preceded by the
upasarga prati creating a special result in the prakrti/ base or stem, in
the sense of before, forward, in front, on, forth; so in the verbal form
meaning to go forward, to meet, to resort to, to receive, to accept, to
admit, to recognise, (c.f. pratitaye ~.V. 1.36.20, pratitayena ~.V.
4.5 .14) to be certain of, be convinced that, (Grhya- and Srauta-Sutra,
Nirukta and RamiiyalJa); to trust and believe (Kathiisaritsiigara).

Attestations of the Word Pratyaya
The dhiitu i followed by the pratyaya ac to form a noun/niiman (by
"erac" 3.3.96), which pratyaya is recorded in the literature in the
following meanings:
1.

Upani~ads:

In the meanings knowledge, consciousness, faith in, belief in, firm
conviction, confidence, hopefulness, certainty, ...
1
Formation: prati+aya/:1. niru 1.3 abhi ityiibhirnukhyarn. pratiityetasya priitilobhyarn prati il}
(dhii piifha gatau 1045 adiidigal}a parasrnai ani!) abhirabhiige 1.4.32 - (ac bhiive) lalcyal}a upasarga prati used in the sense of abhillak$al}a meaning away from (lak$al}e = sign 'in direction
of, i.e. away from) erac 3.3.46 (bhiive, akartari, kiirake) ivarl}iintiid dhiito bhiive (3.3.18) akartari
cakiirake saf!1Fiiiyiirn (3.3.19) ac pratyayo bhavati/ ghajo'paviiga/:11 by cita/:1 6.1.163 (anta/:1
udiitta/:1) the it i is for the final udiitta accent.
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The earliest reference in the Upani$ads is found in the
Mcu:u;liikyopani$ad (7):
niinta~ prajiiaf!1 na bahi$prajiiaf!1 nobhayata~ prajiiaf!1 na
prajiiiinaghanaf!1 na prajiiaf!1 niiprajiiam/ adr${amavyavahiiryam
agriihyam alak$al}am acintyam avyapadesyam ekiitmapratyayasiiraf!1 prapaiicopasamaf!1 siintaf!1 sivam advaitaf!1 caturthaf!1
manyante sa iitmii sa vijiieya~/
"They consider the Fourth (turfya) to be that which is not
conscious of the internal (subjective) world, nor conscious of the
external (objective) world, nor conscious of both the worlds, nor
is it a concrete consciousness, which is unseen, beyond empirical
dealings, beyond grasp (intangible), devoid of qualifications,
beyond thinking, and beyond description; essentially of the nature
of consciousness as the Self alone (ekiitma pratyayasiiram) in
which all phenomena cease; which is peaceful, auspicious and
non-dual. That is the Self, and that is to be known." In accordance
with the Vedic text 'it is to be meditated upon as the Self' (Brh.
3.4. 7).

The next reference to pratyaya is in the Maitriiyiil}fya Upani$ad
(6.10):
puru$aS cetii pradhiiniinta~stha~l sa eva bhoktii priikrtam annaf!1
bhunkta iti/ tasyiiyiif!1 bhiitiitmii hyannam/ asya kartii
pradhiina~/ tasmiit trigul}af!1 bhojyam/ bhoktii purU$0 'ntastha~/
atra dr$taf!1 niima pratyayam/
"The conscious Person (puru$a) stands in the midst of matter
(pradhiina). He is an enjoyer - he enjoys the food of nature
(prakrti). Even this elemental soul (bhiitiiman) is food for him;

its maker is matter. Therefore, that which is to be enjoyed
consists of the three 'qualities' (gul}a) and the enjoyer is the
person (puru$a) who stands in the midst. Here observation is
clearly consciousness (or Knowledge) pratyaya."
Other Upani$ads use the concept in a similar sense. In the
following passages the word pratyaya carries the sense of
comprehension, knowledge or realisation:
Mahopani$ad 5.12.13:
navaprasutasya pariidayaf!1 ciihamidaf!1 mama/
iti ya~ pratyaya svasthastajjiigratpriigabhiivaniit/112

"This (consiousness) is I, beyond this (manifest universe) my
newly created (universe)".
Thus the consciousness/Pratyaya is oneself because of existing
before waking from That (Brahman).
ayaf!1 so 'hamidarrt tanma iti janmiintarodita~ pfvara~ pratyaya~
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prokto mahiijiigraditi sphutam//13
"This is That which I am. There is this (manifest universe) which
is mine. Thus spoken of as gross in former lives, it is certainly
declared as consciousness, the Great awakening (in fact)."
Sarasvatfrahasyopani:fad 3:
tasyaiva stuvato nityarrz samabhyarcya sarasvatfml
bhaktisraddhiibhiyuktasya :fa!Jmiisiitpratyayo bhavet/1
"After six months of praise always fully engaged with devotion
and faith, having worshiped Sarasvati, one would become
realized".
However, here it is found in its technical sense 'affix':
Prii!Jopani:fat or Pra7Javopani:fat 2.34
- Gopatha Briihma!Ja 1.1.24-30
orrzkiirarrz prcchiima~ ko dhiitu kirrz priitipiidikarrz kirrz
niimiikhyiitam kirrz lingarrz kirrz ca vacanarrz kii vibhakti~ ka~
pratyaya~ . . . ko dhiitur ityiipter dhiitur avatim apy eke/
rupasiimiinyiidyarthasiimiinyiinyanya nedfyastasmiidiipter onkiira~ sarvam iipnotfy artha~/ krdantam arthavat priitipadikam
adarsanarrz pratyayasya niima sarrzpadyatel
" We are asking questions about the sound 'Om'. Which is (its)
dhiitu? Which is (its) priitipadika? What is (its connection with)
niiman (noun) and iikhyiita (verb)? What is its linga (gender)?
What is its vacana (number)? What is its vibhakti (case)? What
is the pratyaya? Its dhiitu is iip or according to others av (to
protect etc.). According to the former, being common to all
forms and meanings, it pervades all as 'Om'. Ending in a krt
pratyaya it is meaningful and is thus priitipadika. The
disappearance of its pratyaya (still) means it is valid as a niiman
(noun)."
In the Sri Riimapurvatopani~at 39.4. 7 the sense is 'belief':
sa tu riime sankita~ sanpratyayiirtharrz ca dandubhe~/
vigraharrz dar8ayiimiisa yo riimastambacik:fipta/1
In the Siimarahasyopani~at 4.227.12 the sense is 'realisation':
rasalfliiyiif!1 pravrttir anyadharmavismarm}apurvikii jiitii/
tasyii~ seviikayiiyiif!1 pratyayo babhuva/1
250.1 talllliikathii parii kii~thii tasyiirrz llliiyiirrz parii kii~thii/
288.16 yadii mahiibhiigyodayo bhavati tariirrz tadiisyarrz llliiyiirrz
pratyayo bhavet/
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2. Nirukta
In the Nirukta, we find Yiiska is using the word in the sense of
conception, assumption, notion; or according to Abhyankar, the word
pratyaya is used in the sense of realization, in which case the dhiitu i
in pratyaya means knowing (or consciousness) according to the
maxim (quoted by Abhyankar from an unknown source); c.f. sarve
gatyarthii jfiiiniirthiil; "All dhiitus meaning to go have (also) the
meaning to know", and yadi mantriirthapratyiiya nirarthaka bhavati
("(The Nirukta) as means for the realisation of the meaning of the
mantras (Vedic stanzas) is of no use", Nirukta 1.15). Incidentally,
Yiiska uses other terms, e.g. niimakarm:za upabandha etc. to convey
the idea of grammatical pratyaya.
3. Priitisiikhya
The word pratyaya is used in the Priitisiikhya works in the sense of
'following' or 'that which follows', i.e. the literal meaning. The word
pratyaya is used in the Priitisiikhyas and their commentaries in the
sense of 'subsequent word or sound' spade CO$a/; pratyaye piirvapadyal; (R.P. 1.30); U$a forming the first member of a compound is
designated riphita when a mute follows.
medhiitirtho varu7Jiinta vratiintau sparsiintasthiipratyayau
nirhrasete/ (R.P. 1.90)
"In the Medhiitithi hymns, compounds ending in 'Varu7Ja' and
'Vrata' are shortened when a mute or semi-vowel follows."
In the Viijasaneyz Priitisiikhya the word is used both in the sense of
'following' and in the sense of 'a suffix'/pratyaya. Thus in pratyayasavar7Ja7J1Sali siikatiiya7JalJ (3.9) "Siikatiiya7Ja prescribes the change of
a Viisarjanzya into the homogeneous letter of the following sound
when a sibilant follows". pratyayasavar7Ja is used in the sense of
parasavar7Ja.
In hrasvavyaiijaniibhyiirrz vakiiriidau vibhaktipratyaye (5.13)
however vibhaktipratyaye means a "suffix which is a case ending".
In the Taittirzya Priitisiikhyaya, pratyaya is used in the sense of
augment in akurva iti ca pratyayiitparal; (5. 7), whereas in Pii7Jini, as
we shall see, we find the word used in the specialised sense of a suffix,
as aprkta is used in reference to a pratyaya only.
In the Gopatha Briihma7Ja (1.1.26):
kii dhiitur ity iidir dhiitu/;1 riipasiimiinyiid arthasiimiinyarrz
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nediyahl tasmiidiipermikiirahl sarvamiipnotityarthah krdantam
arthavatpriitipadikam/ adarsanalfl pratyayasyal nama sampadyate/ nipiite~u cainam vaiyiikarm:zii udiittalfl samiisananti
tadavyayibhutam anvarthaviici sabdo no vyeti kadiicaneti/
See page 112 for translation.
In the Briihma7Jas as well as Priitisiikhyas it is clear the word
means not only 'that which follows, (VPr.3.9) 'augment'. (Tai Pr.
akurva iti ca pratyayiitparah (5.7) and 'case ending' ( 'dar8anam
pratyayasya' Gopatha Brahma7Ja 1,26) but at one time included the
sense of suffix, prefix, infix, and augment.

4. Other Grammarians
'Pratyaya' is used in this wide sense only once by Piil}ini in
a1}uditsavar7Jasya ciipratyayah 1.1.69. Hence the objector urges in the
M.Bh:
atyalpamidamucyate apratyaya iti apratyaya iidda tit kinmita iti
vaktavyam
"It is too narrow to say 'not a pratyaya/affix'. It should be stated
'not a pratyaya, or an iidesa/substitute or having an it 't', or an it
'k' or an it 'm'."
The etymological sense is thus shown in M.Bh. 3.1.1:8
yastamartham pratyiiyayati sa pratyayah "That which causes the
meaning to be know is pratyaya" as we shall see in more detail
subsequently. niimakaral}a and upabandha would appear to be
the earlier names for a 'pratyaya'. Both are found in the Nirukta.
While explaining kilfl punardvigusalfl}fiii pratyayotarapadayor
bhavati under taddhitiirthottarapadasamiihiire ca 2.1.51,
Kaiyata says kiisakrtsnasya pratyayottarapadayoh iti sutram.
From this it is clear that Kiisakrtsna also used pratyaya in the
sense of a pratyaya.
All the different systems of Sanskrta grammar use 'pratyaya' for
a 'suffix' with the exception of the Jainendra and Mugdhabodha.
Jainendra uses the second syllable tya for pratyaya and
Mugdhabodha follows Jainendra. Kiitantra, Salfllqipta and
Supadima Vyiikaral}am use pratyaya without defining it.

5. Classical literature
Kiilidiisa has used the two technical terms prakrti2 and pratyaya
2
That to which the pratyaya is added is known as prak[ti. prak[ti has the sense of 'original
form' in the Nirukta 2.2,
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in Raghuvmrzsa 11.56.
ta naradhipasuta nrpatmajaiste ca tabhir agaman krtarthatam
so 'bhavad varavadhusamagamafJ pratyayapralqtiyogasannimahl
"The· princesses attained the object of their being, on being
united with the princes, as did the princes by being joined with
the princesses. The union of the bride and bridegroom was like
the combination of the prakrti/base with the pratyaya/affix."
Bharavi also uses the term in Kiratarjuniya/J 13.19sa bhavasya bhavak~ayaikahetofJ sitasaptd cavidhasyatofJ saharthaml
ripurapa parabhavaya madhya"f!l prakrtipratyayor ivanubandhahll
"The e~emy came for his own overthrow between Siva, the sole
cause of creation, and Arjuna of the white steeds, both about to
accomplish their object simultaneously, even as the indicatory
letter comes for elision between the prakrti and the pratyaya
which together express the meaning."3
Bhatto}i quotes in the Praucjhamanorama:
uditavati parasmin pratyaye sastrayonau gatavati vilayal!l ca
prakrte 'pi prapafice sapadi padamudital!l kevalafJ pratyayo yat
tadiyad iti mimite ko hrda pm;icjto 'pill
"When the Supreme Knowledge (pratyaya) which has its source
in scripture, arose and the visible world created by Maya (or
illusion) melted away, there arose an entity which is pure
knowledge. Who, however learned he may be, can now measure
atluipi pra/q'taya evaikii~u bhii~yante vi/q'taya ekii~u (dhiitoriikhyiitapadabhiivena sa yal;
prayogal; sa pra/q'ti/ niirnibhutasya tasyaiva ya/:1 prayogal; sii vikrti/:1 durga/J/)
"Further, primary forms alone are used in speech among some people; secondary forms
among others".
Pii~Jini uses the term anga or base as his synonym of pra/q'ti
yasrniit pratyayavidhis tadiidi pratyaye 'ngarn 114/13
"Whatsoever is followed by an enjoined pratyaya the prior part of that (combination), in its
state prior to any change resulting from combination, is named anga (in relation to and) in
the presence of that following pratyaya."
Similar to the usage in the Priitisiikhyas and Pii~Jini, Sam~iptasiira Vyiikara!Ja uses prakrti in this
sense in pra/q'tivad dvirgu!Jiidisca 2.5.56 etc.
In 2.2.89 rnulapra/q'ti is used. Goyicandra explains it thusprakrtipadena yasrniitpratyayotpatistasyaiva grah!Je siddhe vyutpiiditastadagraha~Jiirtha
dluitureva sabdasya rnulapra/q'til;l dhiitujatviit sarvruabda/:11 rnulapra/q'titi krtarn yasrniid
dhiitol; sabdal;l

3
3 (N.B.-In Kiilidiisa's simile the masculine 'Pratyaya' and feminine Pra/q'ti are uparniinas
for the bridegroom and bride respectively. But in Bhiiravi' s simile the uparniina Pra/q'ti is
feminine but the uparneya bhiiva is masculine and since the sense of pra/q'ti is subordinate to
pratyaya, Siva becomes inferior to Arjuna. Moreover, anubandhas generally come at the end of a
pratyaya (and not between it and the prakrti).)
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by heart its extent? When the pratyaya gh-a which acts after the
pra/qti as prescribed in grammar, added to idam and everything
belonging to the prakrti was elided, there sprang into existence a
word which is solely a pratyaya. That word is iyat. Who,
however learned he may be, can thoroughly explain this?" 4
Pmirfitriija Jaganniith has a similar stanza in the Rasagmigiidhara:
gw.zavrddhi pare yasmin naiva stal.z pratyayiitmake buddhe~u
saditikhyiitaf!1 tadu brahma samupiismahe/1
"We worship that Brahma (the Supreme Being consisting of pure
thought (pratyaya)) in whom there is neither any attribute nor
any growth or development. Known among the wise as the
existent or eternal one."

Finally there is a subhiisita:
Hariharayor iha bhedaf!1 kalayati loko viniisiistram/
anayol.z prakrtir abhinnii pratyayabhediid vibhinnavad bhiiti
"People here regard Hari and Hara as different and dig their
own graves (viniisa as tram) though there is nothing in the
Siistras to warrant this. Their nature (Pralqti) is the same but
appears different owing to a difference in know ledge
(pratyaya)."
Pratyayas as a rule come after the base to which they have been
added. Hence Piil,lini has framed the adhikiira sutra Parasca 3.1.2
immediately after the sutra Pratyaya 3.1.1. So in Kiidaf!1bari (page
47) Biil,labhatta uses the parisaf!1khyii pratyayiiniif!1 paratvam "being
subsequent (is characteristic) of pratyayas". The major exception is
the pratyaya bahuc by Piil,lini sutra "Vibhii~ii supo bahuc purastiit tu"
5.3.68 but Candra (4.3 vrtti) and his followers refuse to regard bahuc
as a pratyaya c.f. 'more' and 'most' in English forming comparative
and superlative suffixes, c.f. also:
Mahiibhii~ya 3.1.2 vii 6:
dvayasajiidiniif!1 ca kevaliiniirrz prayogo drsyate/
kimasya dvayasam kimasya miitram kiidya tithiti/1
dvayasiidyo vai vrttijasadrsii avrtiJii bahustathii/1

4
This pratyaya vat is added to idarn and the va of vat is changed to gha (i.e. iya) by
/drnidaf!'!bhyiif!'! vo ghah 5. 2. 4 so we get idarn iya t. Then by idarn isa 5.3.3 i replaces idarn so we
have iiyat. The i is elided only by yasyeti ca 6.4.148. So that the whole base is pratyaya iyat
remains. Similarly adhunii 5.3.17 adhunii etc.
c.f. in English 'bus' in an abbreviation of omnibus, dative plural of Latin 'ornnis'. 'Bus'
corresponds to Sanskrit bhyas(bhyas).
(In Gathic Avesta tii (Yas. 11.7.3) for Sanskrit pita in Y. Avesta turiya (Vis. 12.15) for pitrvya.)
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"The usage of 'dvayasac'pratyaya and the rest alone (i.e.
without a base or prakrti) is seen (as) 'What is the measure
(dvayasac) of that? What number day is it today?'
Dvayasac and the rest are indeed like verbal activities or prakrtis.
As non-verbal, (not prakrtis) so they are like bahuc". 5
In the Madhyama Vyayoga of Bhasa (?) we find
"ruparrz satvarrz balarrz caiva pitrbhi~ sadrsarrz bahu
"form, purity, and strength is indeed likewise great with the
ancestors"
where bahu is used separately, as also
janayati ca manojvararrz svaro yarrz bahusadrso hi dhanaiijayasvarasya (24)
"But the vowel generates fire in the mind which is indeed very
much like that of Dhanafijaya's vowel/sound"
where 'bahu' has been compounded with sadrsa6.
6. 'Platonic Type Dialogue' on pratyaya by Pataiijali
Rather than specifically defining the concept, Pa1Jini frames the
adhikara sutra Pratyaya~ (3.1.1) and thereby indicates that the
prescribed items which in the third, fourth and fifth adhyayas (making
it much the largest governing sutra in terms of sphere of influence)
come after ailga (which come into existence only after a pratyaya is
added), are all pratyayas. The tradition, particularly that of Katyayana
and Pataiijali, has interpreted the word consistently in the sense of
that which causes one to understand a meaning:
"Or else we can resort to the meaning (for explaining the
pratyaya rule). A pratyaya is that which causes the meaning to
be meant or understood."
"Is this (going) to be stated? 'Not at all.' How will it be
understood- if unexpressed?"
"'pratyaya' is formed as a great sarrzjiia/technical term."
"And sarrzjiia is verily (normally) that than which nothing Is
shorter."
"How is this? For the purpose of the technical name is brevity."
"In that context the reason for the 'great sarrzjiia' is so that its
purpose as an 'anvartha sarrzjiia' (a term whose meaning is
5
bahuc can easily have the secondary sense of 'to a large extent' (c.f. Germ. 'fast' and Fr.
'asse') and both the position of 'bahu' and the accent along with the gender of the word show
there is a compound of' bahu' and a following word.
6

See Wackemagel, 'Altindische Grammatik', 2.1.236.
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intelligible in itself and opposed to such technical terms as 'bha',
'ghu' coined by Pii7Jini), may be known."
"A pratyaya leads towards i.e. causes one to recognise or
acknowledge) convince (anyone of the truth of anything)"
[Kiilidiisa- 'makes clear', 'proves' (Sa1J1K., Siih.)]
"If 'pratyaya' leads towards, i.e. causes (the listener) to
recognise (the meaning) then the technical term pratyaya does
not obtain for 'avi-ka' (c.f. ave~ka~ avo~ ka~ 5.4.2) ("the
pratyaya 'ka' acts after 'avi' in the sense of 'a vi' Isviirthe itself,
i.e. without change of sense") and the rest (of sviirthe pratyayas)
for they do not cause one to recognise anything."
"Well then, 'pratyaya' is that which is led towards, i.e. is caused
to be recognised or acknowledged, is made clear or proved (i.e.
the pratyaya is heard/recognised but not as having an
independent meaning)."
"Then the term pratyaya does not obtain for the pratyaya 'san'
(desiderative) etc. which causes to recognise a meaning."
"Well then this word is expressive of both, expressive of the
Agent (who causes to recognise, i.e. know the meaning) and
expressive of the object (which is caused to be recognised or is
made known)."
"Well then also, whence this (notion) of 'what (iigama and
pratyaya) have in common is that they are not previously
taught,' as in the words triipu$am and jiitu$am (derived by
trapujatuno~ $Uk 4.3.138".
"The pratyaya 'a7J' with the augment/iigama acts in the sense of
modification vikiira and jiitu (n., lac, gum) thus triipu$a1J1 made
of tin,jiitu$am m.f.n. "made or covered with lac or gum".
"Here the letter 'a' (of the pratyaya 'aif') causes the meaning to
be meant or understood, not (the augment/iigama) letter'$'."
"Elsewhere also it is by reason of the letter 'a' (that there is)
pronunciation of that meaning. We think it is the letter 'a' which
causes the meaning to be meant or understood, not the letter 's'."
"Where else?"
"After 'bilva' etc. the pratyaya 'a7J' acts in the sense of its
modification or part (vikiira or avayava) bailva m.f. (i)n.
"relating to or coming from the bilva tree", (made of bilva wood,
modification, part of the bilva tree)."
7. Niigesa's Discussion on Sviirtha Pratyayas
Generally a meaning is assigned to a pratyaya when it is
prescribed. When the meanings are not assigned, the pratyaya is
said to bear the sense of the base.
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One might say that the term 'pratyaya' which implies that
which is termed so, conveys a meaning and ought properly not to
be applied to those (pratyayas which convey no meaning 7
whatever). (The author of the Paribhii~ii) says therefore
anirdi~tiirthah pratyayiih sviirthah
nanv atyantasviirthakiiniim arthapratyayakatvarflpah pratyayatviinupapattir ata iiha anirdi~tiirthiih pratyayiih sviirthe/1 Pari
113
(Pari. 113) "Pratyayas to which no meaning has been assigned
(in grammar) convey the meaning of the (bases) to which they
(are added)."
yasyiirthah pralqtyii pratyiiyyate so 'pi pratyayah
ity asyiipy angikiiriit tasya pratyayatvam iti na do~a/
"As we hold (not only that a pratyaya conveys a meaning but
hold) likewiseS that, the meaning of which is conveyed by the
base (to which it is added) too may be termed a pratyaya, it
cannot be improper to apply the term pratyaya to the latter (i.e.
to pratyayas which convey no meaning of their own)."
sviirtha ity asya sviyapralqtyartha ity arthahl
Sviirthe (in this Paribhii~ii) means that they convey the meaning
of their own bases.9
This gives rise to the present (Paribhii~ii) on this:
mahiisarrzjfiiibaliid arthiikiin~iiyiim anyiin upasthitir asyii bijam/
"When (Piil}ini) adopts so long a technical term (as pratyaya) his
doing so shows that (what is denoted by that term) must (in
accordance with the etymological meaning of the latter
necessarily convey) a meaning and as no other (meaning) can be
conveyed (by the pratyayas spoken of in this Paribhii~ii they
must convey the meaning of the bases to which they are added)."
(This (Paribhii~ii) is found in the Bhii~ya on P.3.2.4 and other
rules.)
Niigesa 83
nanu kutira ityiidau sviirtthikatviitsviirthikiiniirrz pra/qtito
lingavacaniinuvrtter nyiiyapriiptatviit purrzstviinupapattir apkalpam ity atra napurrzsakatvaikavacanayoranupapattis cet yata
iiha.
"One might say e.g. in kutira 'a small hut' (pratyaya a which has
been added by 5.3.88 has been added to the feminine kuti does
not add any meaning of its own) but leaves (kutira) with the
same meaning that would be denoted by the original base (kuff).
7

such ask in 5.4.28

8
9

namely in accordance with Bhii$ya on 3.1.1 pratyaya iti rniihatf smrzjiiii
i.e.

sva in the sense of sviya supi sthah (3.2.4)
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'Ku(ira' ought not to be masculine because (derivative bases
formed by means of) pratyayas 'that do not convey any
particular meaning of their own, should in accordance with the
practice of ordinary life receive their gender and number from
the original base (from which they are derived) and that (for the
same reason) ap-kalpa 'almost water' (ap, iip- in accordance
with 5.3.67 is derived from the feminine plural iip, iipal;, by
means of the pratyaya kalpap) ought not to be neuter and
singular (the author of the Paribhii$iis) says therefore:
kvacitsviirthikiil; prakrtito lingvacaniiny ativartante//83
"(Pari. 83): Sometimes (it happens that bases which are derived
by means of) pratyayas that (do not convey any particular
meaning of their own, but) leave the meaning which is conveyed
by the original base (to which they are added unchanged) do not
take their gender and number from these original bases (from
which they are derived)."
Pratyayas taught in 5.3.1 priigdiso vibhakti etc. convey no meaning of
their own but merely indicate that the base to which they are added
must be understood in some particular sense or other; the new bases
therefore which are formed by them convey the same meaning as the
original bases to which they are added and might accordingly be
expected to receive their gender and number from the latter.lO
l}acal; strfyiim 5.4.14 iti sfttre strfyiim ity uktir asyii jfiiipakii

The fact that (Piil}ini) has stated in the sutra 5.4.14 (that aii shall be
added to bases in l}ac) strfyiim i.e. in the feminine, indicates (the
existence of) this (Paribhii$ii).
anyathii karmavyatihiire "l}ac strfyiil!'l" 3.3.43
"If on the other hand (the Paribhii$ii did not exist) that (strfyiim
in 5.4.14) would serve no purpose, because l}ac by 3.3.43 can be
added only in the feminine (and because new bases derived from
such bases in l}ac by means of aii could likewise be nothing but
feminine)."
spa$!ii ceyal!'l bahujvidhiiyake bhii$ye/
This (Paribhii$ii) is found in the Bhii$ii on Sutra 5.3.68 which
teaches the addition of bahuc.
Mbh. 3.2.4.2 line 10, also on 3.3.19 and 3.4.9 etc. (the sense given in
the language long before this formulation) is stated as the composite
10 seeP.V.3.7and55
sviirthikii iti/ priiyel}etise~a/ svaklyapra/q'te 'rthe bhavii ity artha/;1
tasiliidyarthanirddiibhiiviidatisiiyanii ityiidiniif!'l pra/q'tyarthavise~al}atviid iti bhiiva~.
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sense of the base and pratyaya together. Usually there is stated to be
pratyayiirthasya priidhanyam c.f. prakrtipratyayau sahiirtha'fl bruta~
na kevala~ pratyaya~. (Mbh. on P.1.2.64, Viirt. 1.5 p. 234. 1.15) "Preeminence for the meaning of the pratyaya. The base and the pratyaya
are spoken of together; neither the base alone should be used for
making sense nor the pratyaya alone." [Cf. also 1.3.1 Viirt. 4 p.
254.1.26; 2.3.1; Viirt. p. 442.1.2; 3.1.4 Viirt. 3 p. 79.1.5.6.]

The Concept Dhiitu Defined
Dhiitu is from the dhiitu r;lu-dhiiii juhotyiidi Cl. 3 dhiirm;apo~m;ayo~
diine 'pi ity eke. To hold, nourish and sustain, some say it means to
give; also derived according to w;iidi 1. 70.
sitanigamimasisicyavidhiiiiakusibhyastun
"Pratyaya tun comes after the Dhiitus si (bind), tani (spread),
gami (go), masi (complete), sic (sprinkle), avi (protect), dhiiii
(bear support), kus (lament)."
Originally it meant layer, essential or constituent part,
component, ingredient (esp. and in R. V. only i.f.c. where often = fold
e.g. tridhiitu threefold etc. f!.. V. 1.34.6 etc.). Then it meant element,
primitive matter (e.g. mahiibhuta~ k~iti iip tejas maruta~ vyoman) or
the constituent elements of the body rasiidaya~ sapta~ dhiitava~ te
rasa, rakta, miiflsa, medosthi, majjii sukriini. (Caraka Sarrzhitii, 15, 16
etc.) The last meaning, both semen and more generally 'seed', indicate
a more "essential", nature for the word-meaning than the analogy of
'root' used to translate the term when speaking in linguistic terms. It is
also used in the sense of the five jiiiinendriyas or the tanmiitras,
namely ('gandha, rasa, rupa, spar8a and sabda'.).

Attestations of the Word Dhiitu
In grammar it means 'element' or 'essential ingredient'. Thus 'seed'
rather than 'root' is the more accurate translation. It is first found in
the Gopatha Briihmal'}a (in the grammatical sense: see earlier
reference under pratyaya, page 112).
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In the Chandogya Upani~ad we have the earliest Upani~adic reference
6.5.1 ff.
annamasitarrz tredha vidhiyate/
tasya yaJ:t sthavi~to dhatustatpuri~arrz bhavati/
ya madhyamastanmarrzsaml yo 'l!i~thastanmanaJ:tl
'Food when eaten becomes divided in three ways: that which is
the grossest 'ingredient' I element (dhatu) of it turns into f<eces,
that which is the medium (ingredient) becomes flesh. That which
is the subtlest becomes mind.'
The second earliest is the Kathopani~at 2.20:
a7Jora1Jiyanmahato mahiyanatmasya jantornihito guhayam/
tamakratu/:t pasyati vitasoko dhatuprasadan mahimanam
atmanah/1
"The Self is subtler than the subtle, greater than the great, is
lodged in the heart (of every creature). A desireless man sees the
glory of the Self, through the serenity of the organs (dhatu) and
(thereby) becomes free from sorrow."
Sarpkara Commentary on Katha. 2.20:
sarrzkarabha~ye/ mana adini kara7Jani dhatavah sarirasya
dharm;at prasidantity e~arrz dhatunam prasadad/
'The organs such as mind etc., become composed; dhatus being
so called because of holding the body, (so) "through serenity of
the organs".'
2. In Nirukta (1.20)
etavanta/:t samanakarma7Jo dhatavaJ:t dhatur dadhateJ:tl
So many 'dhatus' have the same meaning. 'Dhatu' is derived
from 'dha' (to put, hold, nourish).

3. In R. V., Prat. 6.6
tadakhyatarrz yena bhavarrz (abhidadhati) sa dhatu
That by which being/action is declared or made known. It is the
original basis of words as it is the basic component of earth when
it is used in the sense of mineral.

4. Brhat Devata
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It is found several times in the Brhat Devata 2.101-102:
liflgarrz dhatu vibhakti ca sannamet tatra tatra cal yad yad
syacchandasarrzmantre tattatkuryattu laukikam/1
'"Liflga'(gender), 'dhatu' and 'vibhakti'(inflection) one should
in their respective places adapt (to the sense). Whatever is Vedic
in a formula one should tum into everyday speech."

5.

Pa~Jini

Pa!Jini does not define dhatu but merely names two important dhatus
- one of the first conjugation and one of the second ... (according to
one view) and says that 'dhatus' are of the nature of these. His rule is:
bhuvadayo dhatava}J 1.3.1
"Bhu and the rest are (called) dhatus (beginning with bhu are of
the nature of dhatu) or (bhu and the rest, and va and the rest are
called dhatus.)".ll
Mahabhii$ya 1.3.1 Varttika II
i.e. bhuvadi is to be derived with one aunadika agent pratyaya i; thus
bhuvo 'rtharrz vadantiti.
It is possible that in some ancient Dhatu Patha, 'va' stood at the
head of the 'vadi' dhatus and so some predecessor of Pa!Jini framed
the sutra bhuvadayo dhatava}J which was taken over by Pa~Jini.
Katyayana says kriya vacano dhatu}J 1.1.1 and kriya bhavo
dhatu}J 2.1.3 - a word denoting a verbal activity. It is just possible
that we have nouns from the two general dhatus 'to go' etc. and 'to
be' (in the words of Rama Tarkavagfsa parispandattasadhanasadhya
gamanadi aparispandanasadhana sadhya avasthanadi) and that the
author intended us to understand 'that which denotes action and that
which denotes existence are dhatus'. (Cf. Nirukta 1.1 bhavapradhanam akhyattam; satvapradhanarrz namani "The verb has
becoming as its fundamental notion, nouns have being as their
fundamental notion".)

11 A sloka explains that the 'v' in the sutra is for auspiciousness:
bhuviidiniif!l vakiiro 'yam (lak~m:1iirtha) mmigaliirtha~ prayujyate/
vyavadhiinamiko yaJJabhirviiyuvambarayoriva/
bhUvo viirtha vadantiti bhvarthii viidaya smrtii~
bhUviidaya iti jfieyo bhuvo 'rthii viidayo 'thavii.
(The second half is found in Kiisikii on 1.3.1)
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The Concept Prii.tipadika and Attestations of Meaning
1. Pii.JJini

(i) Priitipadika literally 'available in every word', express, explicit.
a Bengali commentator of the 17th century derived it from
pratipada 'every word' with the pratyaya thak according to sutra
padottarapadarrz grhJJiiti 4.4.39. "The pratyaya thak comes in the
sense of who takes, after a word having pada as its second member,
the word being in the second case in construction." So 'prii.tipadika'
means that which embraces every inflected word, i.e. words like vr~a
etc., which are inherent in all the different inflected forms, like vrk~arrz
vrk~iini etc.
It is, however possible that tha (k) has been added to pratipada
in the sense of prayojanam 5.1.109. "The pratyaya thaii (ik) comes
after a word in the first case in construction in the sense of 'that whose
occasion or purpose is this' and the word priitipadika means that
which is necessary for each inflected word. (Prayojana is similar to
phala here) since no inflected word (subanta or denominative) can be
formed without the help of the priitipadika.
Monier-Williams notes that prii.tipada occurs in Sii.rrzkhyii.yii.na
Srauta Sutra in the sense of 'forming the commencement'. Thus
'prii.tipadika' forms the beginning of words which cannot be used
unless and until a vibhaktipratyaya is added 'suptiflantarrz padam'
1.8.14. "That which ends in a "sup" (nominal vibhakti) or a tin (verbal
vibhakti) is a pada".
(ii) PiiJJini defines priitipadika as "arthavadadhiiturapratyayal:z
priitipadikam" 1.2.45 krttaddhitasamiisas ca 1.2.46, i.e. "that which
conveys meaning and is neither a 'dhiitu' nor a 'pratyaya' (nor a word
ending in a 'pratyaya') is a 'priitipadika"'. "Samiisa' (compounds) as
well as words ending in primary or' krt pratyaya' and secondary or
'taddhita pratyayas' are also called priitipadika", which we shall
consider in relation to pratyaya in the appropriate section. Pii]Jini
implies four kinds of priitipadika: mulabhuta, krdanta, taddhidii.nta,
and samiisa.
$r~tdhara,

2. Briihma7Ja

The term is mentioned in the Briihma7Ja i.e. Gopathabriihma1Ja of the
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Atharva Veda:
mahiismrzjiiiikarm:zarrz srutyanurodhiinarrz tathii ciitharvm:ze
pathyata/ ko dhiitu~ kirrzpriitipadikarrz ka~ pratyaya iti/
"Producing a 'Great technical term' (whose meaning is derivable
from its form) in accordance with the sruti and likewise is recited
(there in the sentence) What is a dhiitu? What is a priitipadika?
What is a pratyaya?
It is not mentioned in the Priitisiikhyiiya works, probably because
those works were concerned with formed words which had actually
been in use. (Bhii 1.2.45 vii 8).

3. Kiityiiyana in the Mahiibhii~ya
nityasambandhiiv etiiv arthau prakrti pratyaya iti pratyayena
nityasambandhiit kevalasya prayogo na bhavi$yatil
"The meaning of prakrti and pratyaya are always connected
together. One should know from the eternal connection there will
(never) be use of (either) alone."

CHAPTER 2: USES OF THE WORD PRATYAYA IN PA]jiNI'S
A$TADHYAYliN ORDER OF OCCURRENCE (26)

1. pratyayasya lukSlulupa~ (1.1.61) (adarsanam)
"The disappearance of a pratyaya, when it is caused by the words
'luk', 'slu' or 'lup', is designated by those terms respectively."
2. pratyayalope pratyayalak$a7Jam (1.1. 62)
"When there is a lopa (elision) of a pratyaya, the pratyaya still exerts
an influence (and the operations dependent upon it take place as if it
were present)."
3. a7:zuditsavar7Jasya ciipratyaya~ (1.1.69) (svarrz riipam)
"The letters of the pratyiihiira a7:z, i.e. vowels and semi-vowels and a
term having 'u'as its indicatory letter, refer to names of their own
form as well as to their homogeneous letters, except when they are
used as pratyayas."
Here pratyaya is explained by Bhattoji Dfk$ita in Siddhiinta
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Kaumudi in similar terms to Pataiijali's explanation pratiyate ('it is
admitted, recognised, known, understood, implied,' M.W.), but then
itself glossed by vidhiyate ('it is anything enjoined, ordained by rule'),
indicating the word has a much wider scope here, including prefixes
and augments and adesas (substitutes).
4. aprkta ekalpratyaya~ (1.2.41)
"A pratyaya consisting of a single letter is called aprkta not mixed."
Here the word is used in the specialised sense of a pratyaya.
5. pradhanapratyayarthavacanam arthasyanyapradhanatvat (1.2.56)
(asi~yam)

"(Nor need be taught) the rule relating to the dependence of the
meaning of a word on the principle (pradhana) in a compound or on
the pratyaya because the authority of the meaning (of a word,
compound or derivative) consists in something else."
That is, inasmuch as the meaning of a word is fixed by usage and
idiom, the proofs, for the meaning of a word are not only to be
searched either in the pratyayas which go to form it nor by its
principal word if it is a compound, for the proof of the meaning is the
usage of a people.

6. ~a~ pratyaya (1.3.6) (adir iti it)
"The initial ~ of a pratyaya is indicatory (and thus goes 'lopa' when
the pratyaya comes into operation)."
7. yasmat pratyayavidhis tadadipratyaye 'ngam (1.4.13).
"After whatsoever there is a pratyaya enjoined (whether it be a dhatu
or a pratipadika) that which begins therewith, in the form in which it
appears when the pratyaya follows, is called an aflga (an inflective
base, called prakrti by Pataiijali and the later tradition)."
[N.B. Philosophically this leads some to suggest a parallel between the
prakrti and purw;a in Siif!lkhya and Srimadbhagavadgitii and aizga and
pratyaya in Pii1Jini.]

8. ~a~thyatas arthapratyaya (2.3.30)
"Sixth case pratyaya is used in connection with words ending with
pratyayas having the sense of the pratyaya atasuc (dak~ir:zottara
bhyam atasuc 5.3.28 svarthe) " i.e. of its base 'dak~ir:za', 'uttara'
(direction, locality or time).
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9. pratyaya}J (3 .1.1)
"A pratyaya/affix." This sutra regulates the sense of others. From this
place forward to the end of the fifth book all will get the name
pratyaya or affix except the a7Jga or prakrti (base), the upapada
(dependent word) or the upiidhi (the attribute or special case) that
occasion changes.
10. kiispratyayiidiimamantre Ziti (3.1.35) (pratyaya dhiito}J)
"iim is the pratyaya of the dhiitu kiis to cough, and of those dhiitus that
are formed by pratyaya (i.e. derivative verbs) when lit (perfect tense)
follows except in the mantra (i.e. Veda)."
Here one special class of pratyaya is mentioned as conveying the
function and meaning of dhiitus to certain nominal forms.

11. apratyayiit (3.3.102)(striyiim)
"After dhiitus that end in a pratyaya there is the pratyaya a, the word
being feminine."
This refers to the first group of pratyayas saniidyantii}J (3.1.32) the
words ending with the pratyaya san etc. (conveying the sense of
desire etc.) which are called dhiitava}J (dhiitus) in spite of this. The krt
pratyaya is then added to these enabling the strf (or feminine)
pratyaya to be added, which finally prepares the way for the pada
forming pratyaya or sup-vibhakti enabling the word to fully manifest
its meaning in the 'cosmos' of the sentence.
jiiii + san + a ==? jijiiiisa ==? jijiiiisa + tiip ==? jijiiiisii +}as ==?
jijiiiisii}J, the ladies desire to know.
12. dhiitusambandhe pratyayii}J (3.4.1)
"Words formed with pratyayas stand (in reference to time) in closer
relation to the dhiitu (with which they are allied)", or more literally,
"Pratyayas are employed in denoting the relation between (the sense
of) dhiitu" which confirms the special function of the pratyaya in the
sentence in bringing forth the meaning, i.e. making manifest what
without them is not known. (Here when there is a relation between
two dhiitus as qualifier and qualified the pratyayas may be employed
in denoting other times than that specifically ordained for them, i.e.
pratyaya is related directly to dhiitus and not to whole sentences (e.g.
tatra vasan dadarsa).
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13. sviifzge tatpratyaye krbhvo/J (3.4.61) (ktvii l}amulau)
"pratyaya ktvii and l}amul act after dhiitu kr (make) and bhu (become)
in composition with a word denoting a member of one's own body
when pratyaya tas is enjoined thereto."
E.g. mukhatafJ Jcrtya gatafJ having placed himself at the
head/front, he went.
14. niidhiirthapratyaye cvyarthe (3.4.62)
"Pratyaya ktvii and l}amul act after kr and bhu when a word ending in
pratyaya nii or a pratyaya with the meaning of dhii or having the
sense of the pratyaya cvi is in composition."
e.g. niinii Jcrtya gata!J having performed variously (sacrifices
etc.), he went.

15. fiitasca tatpratyayiit (4.3.155)
"Pratyaya afi acts in the sense of 'its product or part' after a word
ending in a pratyaya having an indicatory fi denoting its product or
part,"
e.g. daivadiiravam, made of the tree Devadiiru, or being part of
it.

16.viinto yi pratyaye (6.1.79)
"The substitution of those ending in v (namely av and iiv) for o and au
also takes place before apratyaya beginning withy."
E.g. go + yam :::::> gavyam, belonging to a cow; nau + yam :::::>
niivyam, belonging to a boat.

17. bhfhrfbhrhumadajanadhanadaridriijiigariirrz pratyayiitpurvarrz piti
(6. 1. 192)
"For the benefit of the dhiitus bhf, hrf, bhr, hu, mada, }ana, dhana,
daridrii, and jiigar and their reduplicates the udattii accent is before
the siirvadhiituka unaccented pratyaya (called tin vibhakti conveying
the sense of the three puru~a/persons) in the singular (pit), on the
syllable which precedes the pratyaya."
E.g. bibheti, he is afraid; jiigarti, he awakes or keeps himself
awake.
18. aniganto 'ficatau vapratyaye (6.2.52) (prakrtisvara/J)
"An immediately preceding gati not ending i or u or r retains its
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original accent before aiic when a pratyaya having a v follows."
E.g. prern (kvin pratyaya).
19. ica ekiico 'mpratyayavac ca (6.3.68)
"A monosyllabic word, ending in ic (any vowel other than a), when
followed by a word formed by a khit pratyaya receives the augment
am, which is added in the same way as the pratyaya am of the
accusative/karman singular signifying that most desired of the agent
(karturfpsitatamarrz karma 1.5.49)."
E.g. darsanfyamanya~, 'thinking oneself handsome,' by
iitmamiine khasca 3.2.83 or naramanya~, 'thinking oneself a
man,' by rto nisarvaniimsthiinayo~ (7.3.110)
("Gul}a is substituted for the final r of a stem in the
adhikaral}a(locative) singular and in the strong cases." As a
result nr becomes nara.")
20. vi$vagdevyos ca teradryaiicatau va pratyaya (6.3.92)
"In place of the last vowel with the consonant that follows it, of a
pronoun and of the words vi~vak and deva is substituted adri when
aiic with pratyaya v follows."
E.g. vi~va + aiic + kvip ::=} Vi$Vadryan, 'going everywhere or in
all directions.' (sisilppala-vada)
ind. dryak forth, on both or all sides (R. V 7.25.1).
21. utas ca pratyayiid asarrzyogogapurviit (6.4.106) (hi~ luk)
"The imperative hi is luk elided after the u of a vikaral}a pratyaya
called snu, and u of the sviidi and taniidigal}a respectively (i.e. class 5
and 8 for the special conjugations, namely present, imperative,
optative and imperfect) provided the u is not preceded by a sarrzyoga
(conjunct consonant)."
E.g. sunu: do thou press out the (soma); tanu: thou shouldest
expand.
22. pratyayottarapadayos ca (7.2.98) (yu~madasmado~ maparyantasya tvamiiv ekavacana)
"tva is substituted for yu~m and m for asm when they signify a single
individual, even when a pratyaya follows or a word is in
composition."
E.g. tvadfya~ thine; madfya~: mine.
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23. pratyayasthiit kat purvasyiita id iipy asupa~ (7.3.44)
"Let the vowel i be in the place of the vowel a corning before the
letter ka standing in a pratyaya when the feminine pratyaya iip
follows, provided that the feminine pratyaya does not come after a
sup vibhakti pratyaya /case affix."
E.g. sarvaka~, sarvikii, every female.
24. vitto

bhogapratyayo~

(8.2.58)
"The (irregularly formed participle) vitta denotes 'possessions' and
'known/recognised'." (Again tradition says pratiyate iti pratyaya~ it is
known or makes known. Some indication that Piil}ini was perhaps
conscious of this dimension as also applicable to the concept in the
broader context of sabda the Word.)

25. kvinpratyayasya ku~ (8.2.62)
"A stern formed with the pratyaya kvin (under sparso 'nudake kvin
3.2.58) substitutes at the end of a word a guttural for the fmal
consonant."
E.g. ghrtasprk, touching ghee.
(8.3.59) (il}ko~ 8.3.57)."
"$is the substitute for that s which is an iidesa substitute (of the$ of a
dhiitu in the Dhiitu piitha by 6.1.64 dhiitviide~ $a~ saM or which is a
portion of a pratyaya (under the above condition of being preceded by
an ik vowel or a guttural, il}ko~ (8.3.57)."
E.g. riime$U, in (all) Riimas.
26.

iidesapratyayayo~

From these instances we conclude:
(1) That Piil}ini himself uses the concept primarily in the
technical sense of 'affix' corning after a base or miga. Similarly, from
an examination of an instance in the Mahiibhii$ya, we conclude
Pataiijali used it in the same sense.
(2) That 8.2.58 particularly acknowledges the state of 'making
known' as being central to the meaning of 'pratyaya'.
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CHAPTER Ill: EIGHT MAJOR TYPES OF PRATYAYA
REFERRED TO IN THE A$TADHYAY1

A description with illustrations from the lsopani~ad etc., namely:
l)saniidi
5)sup
2) vikaralJa
6) stri
3) krt
7) taddhita
4) tin
8) samiisiinta
UJJiidi (Appendix)
Following the order of Pii]Jini, we find that after first
establishing the "pratyaya}J" (3.1.1), its position is then defined as
"parasca" (3.1.2) that is 'following' a dhiitu12. Then by yet another
adhikiira or paribha~a sutra "iidyudattas ca" (3.1.3) (pratyaya}J)
"That which is called a pratyaya has udiitta accent on its first
syllable." Except for the sup and tin pratyayas which are anudiitta,
"anudiittau muppitau" 3.1.4
1. Saniidi Section -

(dhiitu forming pratyayas)

Then begins the first group of pratyayas having in common their
capacity to form verbs and to technically acquire the full nature of
dhiitu or 'seed' forms "saniidyanta dhatava}J" (3.1.32). "All the words
ending with the pratyaya san and others (twelve in all) are called
dhatu", having the same functions, taking tin vibhakti etc., as the
original dhiitu defined at 1.3.1 as "bhuvadayo dhiitava}J" and collected
in the Dhatu Piitha (being about 2000 in number, (1943 in S.K.)). This
in itself illustrates the enormous potency of a pratyaya to manifest
meaning. Our first illustration relates to the first of this group of
pratyaya, namely guptijkidbhya}J san (3.1.5) (pratyaya}J) "After the
dhiitus gup tij and kit comes the pratyaya san." "Dhiito}J karmaJJafJ
samiinakartrkiidicchiiyiirrz vii" 3.1. 7 "The pratyaya san is optionally
attached in the sense of 'wishing' after a dhiitu expressing the object
wished and having the same agent of action as the wisher thereof'.
Thus we find dhiitu 'gup' gopane 'to hide' when san is added
12 (except in the case of bahuc which by "vibhii~ii supo bahuc purastiittu" (5.3.68) is placed
'before' (a dhiitu etc.), or the pratyaya kalp can be used after, and in the case ofpratyayas with the
indicator 'm' like the vikaraJ:Ia snam of rudhiidibhya~ snam (3.2. 78) they are infixed after the last
of the vowels by midaco 'ntyiit para~ (1.1.47))
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and there is reduplication of the dhiitu by (6.1.9) "sanyaiw" "Of a
non-reduplicate dhiitu ending in san (desiderative) or yan (intensive)
pratyayas, there is reduplication" and a palatal replaces the guttural in
the reduplicate syllable by "kuhos cuh" (7.4.62) forming 'jagupsa' to
which is added prathama puru$a ekavacana iitmanepada tin vibhakti,
'he', first (Western third) person singular, (the action being related to
one's own self), receives 'e' by "tita iitmanepadiiniirrz tereh" (3.4.79)
jugupsate in the sense of 'he censures' or 'despises'. ("San" in the
sense of its prakrti or base.)
E.g. yastu sarviil}i bhutiiny iitmany eviinupasyati/
sarvabhute$U ciitmiinarrz tato na vijugupsate/1
"He who sees all creatures in Himself, Himself in all creatures,
feels (no desire to hide or) hatred (as a result)". (lsa 6)
2. Vikaral}a Section
The second major group of pratyayas is called vikara7Ja since they
bring about a modification in the nature of a dhiitu's expansion, which
manifests finally as a pada by "suptinantarrz padam" (1.4.14) "That
which ends in a sup (nominal vibhakti pratyaya (case ending)) or in a
tin kriyii vibhakti pratyaya (verbal/conjugational ending) is a 'pada'or
fully inflected word". Unlike the previous group, they do not appear to
convey any distinctive meaning except that related to time or mood.
Primarily they are said to be sviirthikapratyayiih. They, therefore,
come to modify the verb in the very sense of their own (dhiitu) to
which they become attached.
This group begins with the (future and conditional pratyayas)
"syatasi lr lutoh" (3.1.33) When lr [lrn (2nd future and conditional)]
and lrt (the first or periphrastic future) follow then sya and tiisi are
respectively the pratyayas of a dhiitu, and ends with 'reflexive
pratyayas'. "Ku$irajoh priiciirrz syan parasmaipadarrz ca" (3.1.90)
(karmakartari.) "The pratyaya syan comes after the dhiitu ku$ to pull
and raiij to colour in the reflexive voice according to the opinion of
Eastern Grammarians, and those dhiitus take parasmaipada
pratyayas."
Within this broad section are given, first of all, subjunctive "Sib
bahularrzleti" (3.1.34), then the periphrastic perfect "kiispratyayiidiimamantre liti" (3.1.35), then the forms of the aorist "eli Zuni" (3.1.43)
"cleh sic" (3.1.44) (The Western'S' aorist).
"sala igupadhiidanitah ksah"
(3.1.45) ('Sa' aorist)
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"7Jisridusrubhya/:t kartari can" (3.1.48) (Reduplicated aorist)
"asyativaktikhyiitibhyo 'li'' (3.1.52) ('a' aorist)
"krmrdr ruhibhyaschandasi"
(3.1.59) ('a' aorist)
"cilJ te pada/:t"
(3.1.60) (The aorist passive)
"cilJ bhiivakarma7Jo/:t"
(3.1.66) (The aorist passive)
"siirvadhiituke yak" (bhiivakarma7Jo)
(3.1. 67)(1mpersonal/passive)
(For example "pilr7Jameviivasi~yate" isii siintipiitha/:t "The full,
complete and perfect alone remains".) Then the first and other
ga7Jas.
Let us first consider a development:
"kartari sap" (a-) (3.1.68)
"The pratyaya sap comes after dhiitu bhil etc. when a
siirvadhiituka pratyaya follows signifying an agent," i.e. "tin
sitsiirvadhiitukam" (3.4.113).
"The pratyayas called 'tin' and those with an 'it' s, are called
siirvadhiituka (7.3.84)"
"Siirvadhiitukiirdhadhiitukayo/:t" (3.4.113) "When a siirvadhiituka or
an 'iirdhadhiituka'(3.4.114) pratyaya (the remainder) follows, there is
gu7Ja13 of the fmal of an (anga) ending in ik (i u r {)." Thus bhil
becomes bho and ava being substituted by "eco 'yaviiyiival:z" (6.1. 78)
followed by the a of sap14> and ti of tip, 15 we have bhavati 'he
becomes'. The sense of agent being indicated by tip iidda of 'la'
("lasya" 3.8.87) according to "lal:z karma7Ji ca bhiive ciikarmakebhyal:z" (3.4.69) (kartari).
This is followed by syan vikara7Ja for the formation of the fourth
conjugation by "diviidibhya/:t syan" (3.1.69) "Na" is for accent by
"finityiidir nityam" (6.1.197). "Whatever is derived with a pratyaya
having an indicatory fi or n has udiitta on the first syllable." Then in
the case of 'div' to play and other dhiitus ending in 'r' or 'v' the
penultimate 'i' is lengthened before a consonantal pratyaya by "hali
ca" (8.2. 77) giving the form divyati 'he plays'; or Jt becomes jir and
then}ir; or stri becomes stir and then stir.
Similarly the snu is the vikara7Ja of class five dhiitus taking gu7Ja
before the 'pit' ending i.e. ekavacanaY{l parasmaipadam enabling us to
form the sviidiga7Ja by "sviidibhyaJ:t snu/:t" (3.1.73) (siirvadhiituke,

13

14
15

adeligw:za~ (1.1.2) "a, e and o are called gu(la".
lasakvataddhite (1.3.5) sis it.
By halantyam pis it) (1.3.3)
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kartari) sunoti "he presses out (the soma)". (Gw;a by "sarvadhatukardhadhatukayol}" (7.3.84).
The sixth class, like class one and four, ending in 'a' nonetheless
debars sap thus preventing medial guJJa by "pugantalaghupadhasya
ca" (7.3.86), "tudadibhyal} sal}" (3.1. 77) (sarvadhatuke kartari) and
"sarvadhatukamapit" 1.2.4. Therefore's' is flit. So by "kiziti ca" 1.1.5
(na gu7Javrddhi.) "Pratyaya sa is employed after the dhatus of the
tudadi ga1Ja when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows denoting the
agent, and 'it' s makes this sarvadhatuka."
So, for example, tud sa ti ::::} tud a ti ::::} tudati He strikes.
pra-vis sa-anti pravisanti by "jho 'ntal}" (7.1.3) and "ato gu7Je"
(6.1.97) (Here the bahuvacana form) andham tarnal} pravisanti "They
enter into blinding darkness (who worship avidya)."(lsa v. 9)
The seventh class has the rare characteristic of its pratyaya being
infixed within the dhatu and not after (contrary to paras ca (3.1.2) the
general rule) by "rudhadibhyal} snam" (3.1. 78).
"The.pratyaya snam (= 'na') (in the 'pit' or strong forms and n
elsewhere) comes after dhatus of the rudhadi ga1Ja in denoting an
agent when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows (debarring sap of
kartarisap (3.1. 68)".
Thus we have ru1Jaddhi "He obstructs". (by "at kupvan
numvyavaye 'pi" (1J for n) (8.4.2) "Even when a separation is caused
by the intervention of the pratyaya 'ku' (gutturals) and 'pu' (five
labials), an (particle a) and num (anusvara), singly or combined in
any way) the substitution of the cerebral for the dental 'n' following
'r' or s') in the same 'pada' shall take place" and by 'jha~as tathor
dho 'dhal}' (8.2.40) "There is dha in place of the tor th coming after
jha~ (soft aspirate) but not if the 't' or 'th' is part of the dhatu dha to
hold."
[Note: We find the same dhiitu but without the vikaraJ.la 'snam', because it
is an aorist form, in the Ka{hopaniijad (1.21) mii mii uparotsi~. Yama says
to Naciketas, 'do not press me (for knowledge of the Self)'.]

The eighth class has the vikara1Ja u after it and in development is
the same as class five svadiga1Ja except for the absence of the n of
snu.
By "tanadikriibhyal} ul}" (3.1.79) it is stated that "(after the
dhatu tan etc. and the dhatu kr (to make) comes the pratyaya u when a
sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows signifying the agent". This debars the
sap of "kartari sap" (3.1.68). Thus we have tanoti or tanute, "He or
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she expands" or again with the present stem of kr by "ata
utsiirvadhatuke" (6.4.11 0) "In place of the short a of kr to make (in
the gu~ated form ( 'kar by 3.1. 79), there is short u when a
siirvadhiituka pratyaya (with an it k or n) follows". Thus kuru ant.
By iko ya~aci (6.1. 77) kuru-anta (from satrlpresent participle
parasmaipada) becomes kurvan (u is replaced by v).
As in kurvanneveha (lsii.2) "(By) doing karma should indeed
one wish to live here for a hundred years".
The ninth class has the vikara~a 'snii' that is nii in the 'pit' or
strong forms and ni elsewhere before consonants and n before vowels
by the sutra "kryiidibhyalJ (nii) snii" (3.1.81) "i halyagholJ" (6.4.113)
"sniibhyas tayor iitalJ" (6.4.l12) (lopalJ)
"After the dhiitu kri to buy etc. there is snii when a siirvadhiituka
pratyaya follows denoting the agent". Again there is apaviida or
debarring of sap (3.1.68). Thus kri~iiti 'He or she buys'.
The tenth class, causatives and so-called denominatives or
pratyaya-dhiitus have already been referred to in the first section
"saniidyantii dhiitavalJ" (3.1.32) and by the general designation of
vikara~a for dhiitus, "kartari sap" (3.1.68) (siirvadhiituke).
The remaining classes two and three are dealt with prior to (3.1.1
"pratyaya") because for them an 'elision' rather than a positive
pratyaya replaces the sap.
Thus by "adiprabhrtibhyalJ sap" (2.4. 72) "There is luk elision of
sap after ad to eat etc." luk acts in place of sap but there is adarsanaf!Z
(disappearance of that) and it is not characterised by any of the
qualities of the pratyaya it replaces in contrast to lopa ("pratyayalope
pratyayalaka$a~am" (1.1. 62) by "na lumatiingasya" (1.1. 63).
We then have atti 'He eats'. (By "khari ca" (8.4.55) "When khar
(kha pha cha tha tha ca ta taka pa sa ~a sa) follows there is car (ca ta
taka pa sa $a sa) in the place of (any consonant except a semi-vowel
or a nasal) }hal." Thus 'd'is replaced here by 't' because no 'positive'
vikara~a intervenes.
Another example from this ga~a is the iitmanepada form of 'iis'
bahuvacane (anta of ''jho 'ntalJ" 7.1.3). Because it is replaced by "at'
by "iitmanepadesv antalJ" (7.1.5) in the (place of 'jh' not coming after
the vowel 'a' (vikara~a of class 1.4.6 and 10) when terminations are
iitmanepada".
So yo 'vidyiim upiisate lsa.9 "Those who worship avidyii (rites), enter
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blinding darkness".
Finally the third class is formed by substituting slu blank (of
"pratyayasyaluk.Slulupaf:z" 1.1.61) and reduplicating. Thus ''juhotyiidibhyaf:z" (2.4. 75). "slu is to be substituted in place of the pratyaya
sap (3.1.69) after the dhiitu hu to sacrifice or eat etc." When there is
'slu' there are two in the place of a dhiitu, (i.e. dhiitu is doubled). Thus
juhoti 'He sacrifices'. "kuhos cuf:z" (7.4.62). "A letter of the palatal
class (here 'j' is the substitute of the letter of the guttural class or of an
'h' (as here) in a reduplicate" and "siirvadhiitukiirdhadhiitukayof:z"
(7.3.84) "When a siirvadhiituka or an iirdhadhiituka pratyaya follows,
then guJJa is iidesa/substitute of an miga ending in ik (i, u, r)".
From the same gu]Ja we have the dhiitu dhii 'dhiira7Japo$a]Jayof:z'
to hold, sustain, nourish, occuring in lsa. 4 'dadhiiti'
fi$that tasmin apo miitari8vii dadhiiti
"It (the Self) being there, Miitarisvii allots (or supports) all
activities".
3. Krt Section
We turn now to the next major group of pratyayas marked by two
note adhikiira sutras 'dhiitof:z' (3.1.9) "As far as the end of the third
Adhyiiya from this sutra, the pratyayas are understood to come after
some dhiitu" and "tatropapadarrz saptam'istham" 3.1.92 "Here in this
third Adhyiiya referring to dhiitu, the word implied in a term exhibited
in the 'adhikaraJJa' or seventh/locative case is called 'upapada' or
dependent word". "Krcf atin" (3.1.93) "(In this section in which there
is a reference to a dhiitu) any pratyaya except tin (kriyiivibhaktipratyaya or verbal tense terminations) is called krt." This krt is a very
large term strictly including within it several subordinate terms krtya,
ni$thii, sat, "sit, siirvadhiituka" and iirdhadhiituka pratyaya,
comprising 125 in all, as well as the 748 w:ziidisutrii!Ji listed separately
from the A$(iidhyiiyi (but nonetheless referred to). Of these yat
(3.1.97), ]Jyat (3.1.124), ghafi (3.3.16 etc.), trc (3.1.133), ktin (3.3.94),
lyut (3.3.115 etc.) tumun (3.3.10 etc.), ktvii, (3.4.18) are very general.
The rest are added to particular dhiitus under specific conditions.
krtyii (priin 7:zvulaf:z) 3.1.95 (A krt pratyaya usually indicates the
agent "kartari krt" (kartari krt 3.4.67). They come immediately after
the dhiitu (3.1.91) with the exception of cases such as the "lataf:z
satrsiinaciivaprathamiisamiiniidhikaraJJe" (3.1.124). A sit pratyaya is
separated from the dhiitu by a vikara7:za.)
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"From this sutra as far as IJVUltrcau (3.1.133) all the pratyayas
will bear the name krtya" Like its genus (krt), it represents the type of
verbal base formed with the pratyaya it stands for. 'ya' is common to
all six in this group (kelimara is added by Kiityiiyana 3.1.96.).
"tavyattavya aniyara~" (3.1.96) (dhiito~ ).
"The pratyaya tavyat tavya and aniyar come in the sense of
object or mere action" ("tayoreva krtyakta khalarthii~" 3.4. 70 Dhiitus).
For example, aniyar occurs in Katha Up. 2.13, after dhiitu mud in the
sense of future passive participle. 'sa modate modaniyaf!l hi labdhvii'
"That (mortal who has become the enlightened man) rejoices having
obtained that which causes delight (but which is to be delighted in)".
"aco yat" (3.1.97) (dhiito~ ).
"The pratyaya yat comes after a dhiitu that ends in a vowel". For
example "sa iitmii sa vijiieya~" Mii1Jqilkya 7 "That is the Self and that
is to be known". Here the letter 't' of the pratyaya shows that the
udiitta accent falls on the first vowel if it is of no more than two
syllables vi being a separate pada by "yato 'niiva~" (6.1.213).
Therefore the accent 'is' on e. The ii of dhiitu jiiii is changed to i by
"idyati" (6.4.65). "Final ii of a stem or anga is changed into i before
the krt pratyaya yat", which in tum became gu7Ja e by
"siirviidhiitukiirdhadhiitukayo~" ( 7. 3. 84).
The next major krt pratyaya is "7Jyat rhalor7Jyat" (3.1.124).
"The pratyaya 1Jyat comes after a dhiitu ending in r (i.e. long or short)
or in a consonant". For example avyavahiiryam ibid. 7
After the dhiitu hr preceded by a + vi + ava the pratyaya '7Jyat'
comes, causing vrddhi ("vrddhir iidaic" 1.1.1 - by uralJ rapara~
1.1.52 ii is followed by r) thus hiir giving Avyavahiiryam "(That Self)
is beyond empirical dealings".
Let us consider trc "7Jvul trcau" 3.1.133 (dhiito~). "The
pratyayas IJVUl ("yuvoraniikau" 7.1.1 = ak) and trc = (tr) are placed
. after all dhiitus expressing the agent". For example, 'na kartii asi na
bhoktii asi mukta eviisi sarvadii' (A${iivakrasaf!lhitii 1.6) "You are
neither the doer nor the enjoyer. Verily (in truth) you are ever free".
Here, when the first case ending 'su' follows, it is in the sense of
priitipadika by "priitipadikiirtha li7Jga parimii7Javacanamiitre
prathamii" (2.3.46) (not in the sense of vocative). "The sound anan is
the augment of what ends in short 'r', (here kartr = kr+trc) and of
'usanas' ("regent of the planet Venus",) 'purudansas and anehas
(time).' (= kart + an + s) by "rdusanaspurudaf!lso 'nehasiif!l ca"
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(7.1.94). Then by "ap trn trc svasrnaptr ne$tT k$atr hotr
potrprasastr!Jam" (6.4.11) "When the first five sup vibkakti or case
affixes excluding the vocative singular come after the word ap 'water',
what ends in trn or trc, svasr (sister), naptr (grandson), ne$tr (a priest
who officiates at a sacrifice), tva$tT (a carpenter), k$atr (a charioteer),
hotr (a priest who recites the JJ.gveda at a sacrifice), potr (a priest at a
sacrifice), and prasastr (a ruler); the penultimate letter shall be
lengthened."
Thus is formed kartan + s. The 's' is elided by "halnyabhyo
dirghat sutisyaprktaf!l hal" (6.1.65). "'su' (1st sing. case pratyaya)
and 'ti' and 'si' (terminations of two of the persons) when reduced to
a single consonant by 1.2.41 and after what ends in a consonant or
long vowel i or a of the feminine endings. Thus the form karta/agent
manifests.
Thus after dhatu 'sam' upasame (in the sense of deep rest) by
"striyaf!l ktin" (3.3.94) ktin acts in the feminine to express an action
etc. and by "anunasikasya kvijhalo~" (6.4.15) (dirghaM. "A long
vowel shall be the adda (substitute) for the penultimate ofthat which
ends with a nasal in the presence of 'kvi' pratyaya and when a
pratyaya beginning with a }hal and distinguished by an indicatory 'k'
or 'n' follows". Thus sam (k)tin =sam ti.
By "mo 'nusvara~" (8.3.23) in place of 'm' is anusvara when a
consonant follows. "anusvarasya yayiparasavar!Ja" (8.4.58) "in place
of anusvara when 'yay' follows a letter homogeneous with the latter
acts." (Thus 'n') 'santi~ santi~ santi~' 'Peace, peace, peace (physical,
natural and supernatural, to avert all evils)'.

From the sutra "lyut ca" (3.3.115) (napuf!lsake bhave) we learn
that "the pratyaya 'lyut' is added to the dhatu when the name of the
action is expressed in the neuter gender". Thus as (to sit) gives
asanam (seat, in Brhad (6.2.4) tasma asanam ahrtyodakam aharayaf!l cakara "(The king) gave him a seat, had water brought for him
and made him a reverential offering". (one of the four examples of
this pratyaya being used in the principal Upani$ads.)
Finally "samanakartrkayo~ purvakale" (3.4.21) (ktva) "When
the actions signified by two dhatus or verbs have the same agent, the
pratyaya ktva comes after that verb which is related to a time prior to
that of the other". For example, 'mahantaf!l vibhum atmanaf!l matva
dhiro na socati' (Katha Up. 2.1.4. "Having realised that great and all-
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pervading Self, a wise man does not grieve". From dhiitu man
avabodhane jfiiine to realise, 'n' is lopa elided by "anudiittopadesavanati tanotyiidiniim anuniisikalopo jhali kftiti" (6.4.37) "when there
follows a pratyaya beginning with a '}hal' (any consonant except the
semi-vowels and nasals) and distinguished by an indicatory 'k' or 'JJ',
there is elision of the following that end in a nasal, namely those
which in their original enunciation (in the Dhiitu Piitha) are anudiitta
or gravely accented, yam ram nam gam han and manya (to respect)
and van to ask or beg and tan 'to stretch' etc." (included in which as a
dhiitu of the eighth class is man to understand). Thus our form matvii
'having realised' is manifest.
4. Tifl Section
The fourth major section of pratyayas is called tifl, a pratyiihiira of all
the basic verbal endings in the Sanskrit language. This sutra is
preceded by the (adhikiira sutra) ("lasya" 3.4. 77). "In the place of Ia"
will be substituted the pratyaya (to be ordained in the following
sutras).
The Ia stands for tenpratyayas:
!at
present
lit
perfect
lut
first (or periphrastic) future
lrt
second future
let
Vedic subjunctive
lot
imperative
lafl
imperfect
lin
potential/optative and benedictive
lufl
aorist
lrfl
conditional
By "Ia/; karma]Ji ca bhiive ciikarmakebhyal;" (3.4.69) "The letter
'l' is placed after transitive dhiitus in denoting the object/karman as
well as the agent/kartr and after intransitives/akarmaka marking the
condition/bhiiva (i.e. the action itself which the dhiitu imports) as well
as the agent".
Given that ultimately there is only one activity containing the
whole diversity of creation, and that from om as rest to om as the
whole creation kr is an act/kriyii of love/priti or prema, these
pratyayas in the tifl section play a particularly crucial part in
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establishing the relationship between the action/kriyii and the parts of
the sentence/viikya, said to be 'a cosmos of meaning'.
To illustrate this special function, let us consider three single but
profound sentences from the Upani~ads which may highlight the
function of the tin pratyayas. All three are in the present. So Pal)ini
says: "vartamiine lat" (3.2.123) "Lat is placed after a dhatu employed
in denoting present action". "tiptasjhisipthasthamipvasmastiitii1?1}hahiisiithiindhvamicjvahimahifl" (3.4. 78) These eighteen are the
substitutes/iidesa of 'l' and ordered in a precise way which relates to
the three persons:
prathama puru~a
(First, Western third)
madhyama purua~a (Middle, Western second)
uttama puru~a
(The highest/best, Western first)
Pii!Jini defines these respectively but perhaps significantly in another
order: "yu~umadyupapade samiiniidhikara!Je sthiininy api madhyamal!'' (1.4.105) "When the sarvaniiman (name of all) (Western
'pronoun') yu~mad (Thou, you two, ye) understood and also when the
same expressed is the attendant word in agreement with the verb and
denotes the agent or object signified by the verbal termination, then
the verbal termination is madhyama (middle)". "Asmadyuttama~"
(1.4.107) "When the sarvaniiman asmad (1, we two, we) is in the
same circumstances (as yu~mad above) then the verbal pratyaya of
terminations are called uttama highest/best". "se~e prathama~"
(1.4.1 08) "In all other cases, the verbal pratyaya/ terminations are
called prathama (first)". Each of these is naturally distinguished, as is
the case with niiman, on the basis of number, namely ekavacana
'expressive of one', dvivacana 'expressive of two', bahuvacana
'expressive of many'. The eighteen then manifest as parasmaipada
and iitmanepada:

First Person/prathama
Middle Person/madhyama
Best Person/uttama

sg.
eka
tip
sip
mip

du.
dvi
tas
thas
vas

pl.
bahu
jhi
tha
mas

sg.
eka
ta
thiis

it

du.
dvi
iitiim
iithiim
vahi

pl.
bahu
jha
dhvam
mahili

(3.4.78)

Our first illustration starts with the madhyama puru~a, as does
Pii!Jini, perhaps because this is the most important relationship, that
with one's teacher, the person facing one, the Middle Person. So in
Chiindogya (6. 6. 7) etc., we find the famous viikya~ "Tat tv am asi"
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"Thou art that".
Here the dhiitu "as" bhuvi is in the sense of pure existence. By
"tiisastyor lopa/:t" (7.4.50) "There is elision of the 's' of tiis (of first
future) and dhiitu 'as' (to be) when a pratyaya beginning with 's'
follows". Here the pratyaya sip is signifying the madhyamapuru~a/
Middle Person, thus focusing on the pure existence at that point.
Our second illustration is the equally famous viikya from the
Brhadiirm;yakopani$ad (1.4.10) "Aharrz brahmiismi" "I am Brahman".
Here, with the same dhiitu (as) expressing pure being of the person,
through that focus of mip pratyaya, 'uttama puru$a' I the best person,
is reached. (Perhaps this is only possible after first having
acknowledged "tat tvam asi", that which faces one reflects for one the
Absolute or the light of the Self!)
Finally, in the MiiwJukyopani$ad (1.2) and Brhad 4.4.5 ayam
iitmii brahma "This Self is Brahman", where the verb 'to be' is
understood (as so often in Sarrzskrta), for the prathamapuru$a/First
Person. Nonetheless, though unexpressed, asti "pure being",
expressed through the first person pratyaya tip, still operates the more
powerfully to bring one to the final realisation of the non-difference of
iitman and brahman. What we normally take for granted as the 'third
person', (he, she, it, they, the rest), is in reality found to be nothing
less than the embodied Absolute.
5. Sup Section
The fifth group of pratyayas are, like tin, centered on a pratyiihiira,
that of sup, this time representing all the nama or nominal
vibhaktipratyaya (in Western terminology, case endings). These are so
called because of the Greek word originally used for such pratyayas
'ptosis' meaning a 'falling away' from the vertical position of the
'onoma' (noun proper). The 'Stoics' fixed the use of the term 'case' as
we have it today. The nominative was the upright case' 'orthe' or
eutheiaptosis and the rest were 'oblique' 'plagiai'. They were grouped
together as 'oblique' because in at least some of their uses there was
prominent not only the meaning of the noun but a particular relation
between it and other word(s) (usually verbs, prepositions or other
nouns). Aristotle had not regarded what we call the nominative case as
a case at all; he distinguished nouns between 'onoma' the noun proper
(in its nominative case and its derivatives 'ptoseis' which included in
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our terms its oblique cases. (Cf. 1, Bekke, Aristotle, Vol. I, p. 104.)
We know that (after Aristotle) the Stoics had five cases, nominative,
accusative, dative, genitive, and one other.
If it was not vocative, it must be that the adverb was regarded as
a case by some Stoic grammarians and then the vocative would be a
separate noun form by itself. The question must be left open on the
evidence available. So too must be the origin of the word 'ptosis'
(meaning 'fall' literally), as a grammatical term from which by
translation are taken the Latin 'casus' and our 'case'. (Cf. R.H.
Robbins, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in Europe).
In contrast is Pii7Jini's system, of which R.H. Robbins says 'of more
merit than any single work on grammar in ancient or medieval
Europe'.
The 'sup' pratyayas taken in conjunction with the kiiraka sutra
would form the basis for a totally fresh view on the parts of the
sentence seen as applicable to all languages. Just as the twenty-one
sup vibhaktipratyaya represent all possible endings, though not
necessarily manifest at any particular time, so too the 'concepts'
underlying those pratyayas 'apiidiina' 'sampradiina' 'kara7Ja'
'adhikara7Ja' 'karma' and 'kartii' may be viewed as present though
not necessarily manifest in every sentence.
This group of pratyayas too is headed by an adhikiira sutra
"nyiippriitipadikiit" (4.1.1) "After what ends with the feminine
terminations flf or iip or after a priitipadika ("arthavadadhiitur
apratyaya~ priitipadikam" (1.2.45), "krttaddhitasamiisiis ca" (1.2.46)
"svaujasamautcha~tiibhyiimbhis nebhyiimbhyasnasibhyiimbhyas nasosiim nyos sup" (4.1.2).
Coming after a priitipadika of a feminine ending these twentyone pratyayas and their substitutes serve to manifest four universals
and the two particulars, as we may describe the system of the six
kiirakas. We shall attempt to illustrate each of these in a sentence
showing the contrast to the Greek system. This has as its central
concept the 'upright or nominative form of the noun' from which all
else is said to be a falling away, whereas in the Pii7Jinian system we
see that all six concepts are 'in relation to the action' "kiirake"
(1.4.23). Such action correctly perceived in any sentence is part of the
one activity (kriyii) which manifests from rest and returns to rest.
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1. The first 'universal' relation to the action is:
"dhruvam apaye 'padanam" (1.4. 24)
"In moving away from the eternal unmoving there is apadana".
That fixed point which is the limit denoted by a word dependent
on the verb is called the limit of ablation in relation to the action.
"apadane paficamf' (2.3.28) When the word denotes the eternal
unmoving (from which the movement comes), the fifth case is
employed, (i.e. nasi, from "svaujas" (4.1.2) and by "ta nasi flasam
inatsyaf:z" (7.2.12), nasi is replaced by at when the pratipadika ends in
a short 'a'. Thus piirl}at piirl}am udacyate "The pure Perfect and
Complete sagul}a (conditioned Brahman) proceeds from the Pure
Perfect and Complete (unconditioned Brahman nirgul}a Brahman)".
The Greek and Latin concept of ablation "carrying away from"
lacks the reference to the unmoving source and, therefore, is not so
universal.

2. The second 'universal' we may likewise consider:
karmal}a yam abhipraiti sa sarrzpradanam (1.4.32)
"By means of the object (be it gift, offering or sacrifice) whom
the mind intends to connect with, that very one is called the
sarrzpradana or recipient in relation to the action".
Again notice how the concept of dative connects with giving but
does not bring out either the intention of the mind or the relation to the
one action. By "caturthf sarrzpradane" (2.3.13) the fourth case (i.e. lie,
bham, bhyas) is employed when the sense is that of sarrzpradanam
(recipient) to whom the action is dedicated. As 'paramatmane
namaf:z,' a bow to the Supreme Self.
3. The third 'universal' is the instrument:
"sadhakatamarrz karal}am" (1.4.42)
"That which is most auspicious or effective in the accomplishment of action is called the instrument".
"kartrkaral}ayos trtfya"(2.3.18) "When the agent and instrument
are not specified by the termination of the verb (i.e. when the verb is
not in agreement with them), the third case (i.e. ra) is employed".
Thus isa vasyamidarrz sarvam "All this is to be covered by the Lord,
(the Supreme Self)".
4. The fourth 'universal' is called locative in the Greek/Latin
tradition but Pal}ini defines it as:
"adharo 'dhikaral}am" (1.4.5)
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"The container of the action, the substratum or substance (of the
Absolute in time and space) is the adikara7Ja, the place in time ·
and space where the action takes place".
"saptamy adhikara7Je" (2.3.36) "When the sense is that of location,
the seventh case, JYi and sup are employed". For example 'yastu
sarvii7Ji bhutiiny iitmany eviinupasyati sarvabhute$U ciitmiinam ... '
(lsa. 6) "Who sees all creatures in himself, himself in all creatures
(feels no hatred)".
These four, though not always manifest in a sentence remain
implied:
(1) from whom/which the action arises,
(2) to whom/which it is dedicated,
(3) by means of whom/which it proceedes, and
(4) in what (whether in time or space) it takes place.
Whereas the agent and the object may take on a universal aspect,
generally they are relative, particularly to the desire of the agent, in so
far as he/she believes he/she is the doer of the action.
The accusative in Western grammar is probably so named
through a mistranslation by the Latin grammarian Varro. Its Greek
name aitiatike (ptosis) means appropriately the case 'which is acted
upon' or 'the Object case'. Varro seems to have taken the Greek word
as derived from aitiaomai (to accuse) and so passed on to us the
misnomer 'casus accusativus'.
Pii7Jini says "kartur fpsitatamarrz" (1.4.49) "That which is most
beloved (or desired to be obtained) of the agent is karma/object".
"karma7Ji dvitfyii" (2.3.2) "When the object (is not denoted by
the termination of the verb i.e. when the verb does not agree with it)
the second case i.e. supvibhaktipratyayiil; am auT Sas, are attached to
the words".
'tad dhiivato 'nyiin atyeti ti$that' (l$a. 4) "That (Self) other
runners overtakes, while standing".
Finally let us consider the subject, agent or nominative. The very
language of subject and object speaks of a duality which finally the
viikya or sabda transcends, but nonetheless this appears to be the key
relative function in the sentence, since the discovery of "na kartiisi"
"Thou art not (in reality) the doer" is the key to the realisation mukta
eviisi sarvadii "Verily thou art ever free".
Pii7Jini's definition is nonetheless of universal value. For he says,
"svatantral; kartii" (1.4.54) "He who holds the system within himself
is the agent (of the Absolute) for the purpose of the action, the
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independent one".
"priitipadikiirthaliflgaparimii!Javacanamiitre prathamii" (2. 3. 4 6)
"The first case, i.e. supvibhaktipratyayii/J su au }as is where the sense
is only that of priitipadika (crude form ready to enter the condition of
the 'pada' in a sentence) or an additional sense of gender, or measure
or number".
'anejad ekarrz manaso javiya/J' (Here asti is understood and the
kartr/agent is expressed by the 'ti' substitute by "lalJ karmaJJi ca
bhiive ciikarmakebhya/J" (3.4.69)). "(That Self is) unmoving, one,
faster than the mind".
nainad devii iipnuvan piirvam ar~at (lsa. 4) "The senses could
not reach it. It ran ahead".
6. Stri Pratyaya Section
The next major group of pratyayas are the stripratyaya. These too
have a special adhikiira siitra "striyiim" (4.2.3). "When feminine
nature is to be indicated, the pratyayas which are enjoined hereafter
must be employed".
Thus by "ajiidyata~tiip" (4.1.4) 'stryii711 flyiip priitipadikiit'. "The
pratyaya tiip is employed to indicate feminine nature after the
priitipadika/(nominal stem) aja etc. and after the stems ending in short
a".
For example ''jfiiijfiau dviivajiivisiinisiivajii hyekii bhoktrbhogiirthayuktii" (Sveta 1.9) "There are two unborn ones (ajau), the
knowing (Lord) and the unknowing (individual soul), the omnipotent
and the impotent. She (i.e. Nature, Pralq-ti) too is unborn (ajii) who is
connected with the enjoyer and the objects of enjoyment".
In a similar manner the various stri pratyaya "ugitas ca"
(striyiirrz flip) (4.1.6) "After what has an indicatory uk (i.e. u, r. {)the
pratyaya flip is employed". So jagati, the feminine form of the present
participle with the pratyaya satr, therefore has taken l in the feminine.
In denoting singular location or adhikara!Ja by fleriim nadyiimnibhya/J
iim is the substitute of the locative 'i' after a stem called
nadi ("yiistryiikhyo nadi'' (1.4.3). Words ending in long f (as jagati) or
ii always feminine, are called nadi) and after the feminines in iip and
after the word ni''. So, 'yat kirrz ca jagatyiirrz jagat' (lsa. 1) "(By the
Lord is to be covered) whatever in the universe (or world) moves".
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7. Taddhita Section
The last two groups of pratyayas are called taddhita pratyayas.
Numerically the largest group, comprising two hundred and eightyone different pratyayiih from "taddhitiih" (4.1.76) to ni$pravii1Jisca
(5.4.160) thus comprising nearly two whole adhyayas in extent. The
last group of taddhitapratyayii 'samiisiintiih' (5.4.65) to (5.4.160), we
consider separately, as they deal with a whole class of words, samiisa,
which distinguishes them from the general taddhita pratyayas.
They are prescribed as secondary pratyayas and as such they
follow by nip iip (nyiinta iibanta) priitipadikiit (4.1.1.) but do not
preceed them. However, in the case of the taddhita/stri pratyaya ti and
the samiisiintiih pratyayas the order is reversed.
Hence in the case of yuvati bahugomatikii etc. ti and ka prevail
over nip and tip respectively. Similarly in the case of sup (nominal
endings) and taddhita/secondary pratyayas, as a rule, the former get
priority over the latter, though nowhere is this stated categorically by
PiiJJini. Still, it is like other important conclusions deduced from his
own treatment of language in the sutras (namely jiiiipakas, paribhiifjiis
and viirtikas) i.e. subantiit taddhitotpatti~ "The addition of secondary
pratyaya is to a subanta base". This is borne out by "ghakalatanef!u
kiilaniimna~" (6.3.17) which prescribes "aluk (non-inclusion of
sup/nominal ending, here seventh/adhikaraiJa case), optionally after a
word denoting time, ending in a consonant or a when tarap or tamap
or the word kiila and pratyaya tan follows".
In instances such as purviih1Jetare purviihJJetame purviih1Jefate if
we do not accept the principle subantiittaddhitotpatti then in the above
instances the taddhita pratyayas tarap tamap and tana cannot follow
the subanta or priitipadika purviihne. Hence the question of the elision
of the adhikara1Ja/locative endings in the above instances by "supo
dhiitupriitipadikayo~" (2.4. 71) would not arise at all. As such the very
utility of the above sutra 2.3. 71 becomes quite questionable. We have
to conclude as the mattter stands that taddhitas are added to subanta
bases and then the sutra in question becomes essential to rule out
elision of the termination of adhikaraiJa!locative singular in the
instances noted above.
However, in the case of atyantasviirthika taddhita pratyayas
(with indication of the sense of the bases to which they are added), we
find a different practice. The pratyayas of the above description are
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added to prtitipadikas not to subanta (nouns in their fully inflected
state) as is the case for the rest of the taddhitas.
Thus taddhitas are divisible into:
(1) asvtirthika (pratyayas which add to the meaning of the base), and
(2) svtirthika (pratyayas which are simply indicative of the meaning
of the base (found in Pti7Jini 5.3 and 5.4 only).
asvtirthikti}J take pnonty because they are the true
representatives of taddhita (tasmai hittistaddhitti}J) and are also far
greater in number.
There is no consistency in the taddhita prakara7Ja (apart from
svtirthikas) between pratyayas and their meanings. A single pratyaya
is prescribed in a number of senses. and vice versa, e.g. ali is enjoined
in more than six senses as:
"tasytipatyam" (4.1.92)
"tena raktam" (4.2.1)
"nak$afre7Jayukta ktila}J" (4.2.3) "dr$tarrz stima" (4.2.7)
"sarrzskrtarrz bhak$ti}J" (4.2.16)
"parivrto ratha}J" (4.2.40)
Similarly in the sense of tasytipatyam many pratyayas are
prescribed from 4.1.83 to 4.1.179. Therefore the arrangement of
taddhita pratyayas has not been made entirely on the basis of their
meaning, because in that case the fallacy of avytipti (inadequate
pervasion) will be inevitable.
To say that specification of the meaning of the asvtirthika
pratyaya has been made, keeping in view a particular pratyaya as the
limit of its extension, does not appear warrantable. In the majority of
cases a particular meaning has been taken as a limit to the jurisdiction
of a general pratyaya. For instance,
"prtigvahate$thak" (4.4.1); "prtigdhittidyat" (4.4. 75);
"prtikkritticcha" (5.1.1).
In between two general pratyayas several meanings are specified in
which various pratyaya, both utsarga and apavtida, are enjoined for
various bases. The jurisdiction of one meaning ends before the
commencement of the next one. E.g. tasytipatyam 4.1.92 runs up to
4.1.178.
Henceforward begins "tena raktam" (4.2.1), which in turn
continues until the next meaning takes over "nak$atre7Ja yukta ktila}J"
(4.2.3).
Thus we find the jurisdiction of a particular meaning has to be
ascertained while keeping in view the advent of the next meaning and
not the pratyaya.
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There is no technicality in specification of meanings etc. The
change of a pratyaya is not essential with the change of meaning, for
the same pratyaya is prescribed in various meanings (see above).
The option of meaning is clearly mentioned in the course of the
pratyayiidhikiira with which it is concerned, e.g. within "ali adhikiira"
(4.1.83) all the optional meanings such as "tasyiipatyam" (4.1.92),
"tena raktam" (4.2.1), "dr~tam siima" (4.2. 7) etc. are clearly
mentioned, leaving no scope for confusion with regard to their fields
of operation. As such there is no biidhyabiidhaka bhiiva (relation of
exclusion of one pratyaya by another) amongst the pratyaya, on
account of variation in their meaning.
Still the Slokaviirttika on "tasyiipatyam" (4.1.92) hints at the
instance of the above phenomena in some cases of pratyaya based on
the relative priority of meaning:
tasyedam ity apatye 'pi biidhaniirthalqtarrz bhavet/
utsarga~ se~a eviisau vrddhiinyasya prayojanam/1
Similarly the viirttika on dityadityiidityapatyuttarapadiililiya~/1
(4.1.85) liyiidaso 'rthavise~ala~m:tiid liapaviidiit pftrvaviprati~iddhamlI testifies to the working of the pftrvaviprati~edha also in the
taddhita section. Although on the ground of variation in meaning
there is almost no prevalence of one pratyaya over another, still the
relation of biidhyabiidhyabhiiva between utsarga and apaviida
pratyaya cannot be ruled out.
The general adhikiira sfttra pratyaya, though penetrating through
each and every sfttra within the limits of the jurisdiction, is prevailed
over by many particular pratyayas. For instance the utsarga pratyayas
ali than thak and yat etc. within their respective jurisdiction are
invariably passed over by apaviida sfttras. One may also note the
systematic and scientific arrangement.
(1) First aliadhikiira (4.1.83) Jurisdiction of ali to the end of 4.3.
(2) Second thagadhikiira (4.4.1) to (4.4.74).
(3) Third yat adhikiira (4.4. 75) to (144) ... etc.
Within these pratyayiidhikiira are enunciated several arthiidhikiira e.g.
"tasyiipatyam" "tena raktam riigiit" "sarrzslqtam tarati", "tad vahati"
"rathayugaprasaligam" "tatra siidhu" etc.
The apatyiidhikiira, being the largest, claims priority over the
rest. A particular arthiidhikiira generally being mentioned at the very
outset is followed by the particular pratyaya prescribed therein.
This is the general plan in the whole Taddhita prakararJa, with
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certain variations dealing with sai$ika and sviirtha pratyayas.
The 'primitive' or primary nouns having been formed from
dhiitus by adding the krt pratyayii~, other nouns may again be derived
from the primary nouns to imply every possible relation to the things,
actions or notions which the primary or primitive 'krd anta' express.
The pratyayii~ forming these derivative (or secondary) nouns are
called taddhita. (Sandhi for tad hita because the nouns denote
something relating or belong to 'that which is primitive or primary'.)
Or the literal sense is "tasmai hitiistadita~" (5.1.5) "that which renders
some 'good' (to a word whether laukika or Vedic by occasioning
some improvement in its significatory power)". Taddhita is a term
having representative meaning, cf. tasmai hitam (P.5.1.5).
A term of the ancient pre-Piil}inian grammarians used by Piil}ini
just like sarvaniima or avyaya without giving any specific definition.
The term occurs in the Nirukta of Yiiska at 11.2:
atha taddhitasamiise$U ekaparvasu viinekaparvasu piirvaf!l
piirvam aparamparaf!l pravibhajya nibriiyiit/ dal}qya~ puru$a~/
dal}(iam arhatiti vii/ dal}dena saf!lpadyata iti vii/ dal}(io dadiiter
dhiirayati karmal}a~/
"Now with regard to secondary derivatives and compounds
whether of one or more than one member one should explain
their component parts in their respective order having first
divided (the words) into them e.g. 'Punishable' i.e. a person
(liable to punishment) deserving punishment or something to be
accomplished by punishment. Dal}(ia (punishment) is derived
from dhiitu dal}(ia meaning to hold".
Piil}ini has used the word taddhita not for words but for the
pratyayas which are added to form such words at all places, e.g. in
"taddhitas ciisarvavibhakti~" (1.1.38) "And the words ending in
taddhita (or secondary) pratyaya which are not 'derived' in all the
case are also indeclinables".
"priiciif!l $pha taddhita~" (4.1.17) "In the opinion of the Eastern
grammarians, the pratyaya $pha is employed after what ends with the
pratyaya ya and is to be regarded as a taddhita pratyaya".
"taddhitii~" (4.1.176) "The taddhita pratyayii~ are treated of
hereafter".
"ye ca taddhite" (6.1.61) "There is the substitution of that stem
sfr$an for siras when a taddhita pratyaya beginning 'y' with follows
etc." In fact, he has begun the enumeration of the taddhita pratyayii~
with the siitra "taddhitii~" (4.1.76) by putting the term taddhita for
pratyayii~ such as tin $Yail ail etc., which are mentioned thereafter.
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In his rule "krttaddhitasamiisiis ca" (1.2.46) and in the Viirttika
"samiisakrttaddhitiivyayiilJ." (1.4.1. viirttika 41), the word taddhita
appears to be actually used for the words derived from nouns by
secondary pratyaya, although commentators have explained there the
terms krt and taddhita for krdanta and taddhitiinta. The term taddhita
is evidently echoed in the sutra "tasmai hitam" (5.1.5), which
although not the frrst sutra of the taddhita section may imply that
there were possibly long lists of secondary nouns with the sense of
secondary pratyaya, and taddhita was perhaps the frrst sense given
there (Abhyankar). The number of taddhita pratyayiilJ. is clearly very
large (1,110 sutras). The main sub-divisions mentioned are preceded
by the 'great option' "samarthiiniirrz prathamiid vii" (4.1.82).
If we assume the same meaning for "samartha" as in 2.1.1
"samarthapadavidhilJ." we may accept Scharfe's translation cf. 4.1.82.
"After the first of (words) with a single meaning preferably (taddhita)
pratyayiilJ.", following Kiparsky's interpretation of vii. For words with
the same meaning there would be as a general rule/utsarga
compounding. In special cases however, composition may be
superseded by taddhita formation. These are listed in rules following
4.1.16.
1. "apatyiirthaka tasyiipatyam" (priigdfvyato '~)
e.g. 'VaisviinaralJ.' by "r~yandhakavr~~ikurubhyas ca" (4.1.114) and
aupagavalJ. off spring of ' Vaisviinara' and ' Upagu'.
"The pratyaya a~ (4.1.83) and those that follow it denote the
descendant of someone", to "na priicyabhargiidiyaudheyiidibhyalJ."
(4.1.178) "The tadriija pratyaya is not elided in the feminine if it
forms the names of k~atriyas of the east, yaudheya etc." e.g. Priiciilf a
k~atriya woman of the east.
2. "raktiidyarthaka tena raktarrz riigiit" (4.2.1)
"The pratyaya a~ etc. already ordained (4.1.83) comes after the name
of a colour in the sense of 'coloured' thereby as far as "nalj.iidiniirrzkuk
ca" (4.2.91)". e.g. kii~iiyam brown-red cloth or garment.
"The augment kuk comes after the word nalj.a etc. when the
pratyaya cha follows in the four senses: "tadasmin nastfti dde
tanniimni" (4.2.67); "tena nivrttam" (4.2.68); "tasya niviisa" (8.2.69);
"adurabhavas ca" (4.2. 70)". Namely 'That thing is in this (place
named)' "tad asminn astfti dde" (4.2.67), 'completed by him' "tena
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nirvrttam" (4.2.68), 'his dwelling place' "tasya nivasal:z'' (4.2.69),
'after what is near' "adurabhavas ca" (4.2. 70).

3. 'sai$ika, "se$e"' (4.2.92)
"The pratyayal; taught hereafter have senses other than those
mentioned above".
"atharvar:zikasyekalopas ca" (4.3.133) ("tasyedam" (4.3.120)) "The
pratyaya ar:z comes in the sense of 'this is his' after the word
atharvar:zika and the penultimate 'ika' is elided" e.g. 'atharvar:zo
dharma amnayo va'.
0

4. "pragdivyatiya tasya cikara" (4. 3.13 4)
"A pratyaya (4.1.83 ar:z etc.) comes after a word in the sixth case in
construction in the sense of 'a modification thereof"'.
'as mana vikara/:t asmana/:t' made of stone
'bailva/:t' (by "bilvadibhyo 'r;" (4.3.136) made of Bilva wood)
'trapu$amjatu$am' (by "trapujatuno puk" (4.3.138))
"kmpsiyaparasavyayoryajajo luk ca" (4. 3. 168)
"The pratyayaJ:t yaii and aii come respectively in the sense of its
product after the word 'kansiya' and 'parasavya' and there is elision
(of the cha and gha pratyayas of those words)".

5. ''pragvahatfya pragvahate$thaka/:t" (4.4.1)
"The pratyaya thak comes as a governing pratyaya in the sense
enumerated hereafter up to sutra 4.4. 76", e.g. ak$ika/:t
"avasathat ${hal" (4.4.74) "The pratyaya ${hal comes in the
sense of who dwells there after the word avasatha in the seventh case
in construction".
"tadvahati rathayugaprasaligam yat" (4.4.86) "Pratyaya yat acts
in the sense of what bears it after the words ratha ·yuga prasaliga
being in the second case in construction" e.g. rathal'!l vahati 'rathya/:t'.
6. "pragdhitfyal"pragdhitadyat" (4.4.75)
"In each sutra from this one forward to "tasmai hitam" (5.1.5) the
pratyaya yat bears rule".
"The pratyaya yat comes after the word 'sodara' in the sense of
who sleeps, the word being in the seventh case in construction", e.g.
ratharrz vahati rathya/:t (4.4.11 0-114) chandasi only.
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7. iirhlyal"priik kritiiccha/:t" (5.1.1)
"From this sutra onwards to "tena kritam" (5.1.37) ("tasmai hitam"
(5.1.5)) e.g. vatsebyo hito vatsiyo godhukyajfiiyo briihmm:za/:t iirtvijino
briihmm:za/:t the pratyaya 'cha' bears rule to yajfiartvigbhyiirrz
ghakhafiau (5.1. 71).
"The pratyayii/:t gha (iya) and kha (+ina) come repectively after
the words yajfia and rtvi} in the sense of deserving that".
8. 'thanadhikiirastha 'I "piiriiyal}aturiiyal}iiciindriiym:zarrz vartayati
(!han) priigvahate:jfhan" (5.1.72)
"The pratyaya than (ik) (5.1.18) comes in the sense of who performs
this after the words 'piiriiyal}a' 'turiiyal}a' and 'ciindriiyal}a' being in
the second case in construction.
'iikalikacjiidyantavacane' (5.1.114) "piiriiyal}ikas cchiitraJ:t tauriiyal}iko yajamiina/:t ciindriiyal}ikastapasvf" "The word iikalikat is
irregularly formed in the sense of 'what coincides with the beginning
and the end' i.e. what lasts only an instant".
9. bhiivakarmiirthaka/ "tena tulyakriyiicedvati" (4.1.115) e.g. brahmal}avat.
"The pratyaya vat comes after a word in the third case in construction
in the sense of like that, when the meaning is similarity of action".
brahmal}as tva/:t (bhiiva/:t karma) (5.1.136) "The pratyaya tva comes
in the sense of nature or action thereof after the word Brahman
denoting a kind of hotr priest" (e.g. brahmatvam ).
10. "piificamika dhiinyiiniirrz bhavane k:jatre khafi" (5.2.1)
"The pratyaya khafi (+ in) comes after the name of any particular com,
being in the genitive case in construction in the sense of a place of
growing when the place is a field." (e.g. mudgiiniirrz bhavanaf!l k:jetra
::::} maudginiim).
"indriyam indraliflgam indradr:ftam indrasr:ftam indra}u:ftam
indradattam iti vii (ghac)" (5.2.13) "The word 'indriyam' (showing
udiitta on the last) is anomalous, meaning an organ of sense and so
called either because it is the charactaristic from which the existence
of Indra is inferred or 'it is seen by Indra' or 'it is created by Indra' or
'wished by Indra' or 'given by Indra'".
11. matvarthlya/ "tadasyiistyaminniti matup" (5.2.94)
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"The pratyaya matup (mata manta f. i) comes after a word in the first
case in construction in the sense of 'where it is' or 'in whom it is"',
e.g. giivo 'aya santi gomiin.
"aharrz subhayoryus" (5.2.140)
"The pratyaya yus comes in the sense of matup after the word
'aham' and the indeclinable 'sub ham' (good)''.
12. vibhaktisarrzjiiaka/ "priigdisovibhakti~" (5.3.1) sviirthe prakara7Jam
"The pratyaya taught from this sutra forward as far as 5.3.27
(exclusive) are called 'vibhakti"'.
"thiihetau ca cchandasi" (5.3.26) "Pratyaya thii comes in the
sense of cause also (as well as 'manner') in the chandas after the word
kim". 'kathii'.
13. sviirthika/ "dikSabdebhya~ saptamfpaiicamfprathamiibhyo digdesakiile$V astiiti~" (5.3.27)
"After the words of 'direction' ending in the locative, ablative and
nominative, and referring to direction, locality, or time, comes the
pratyaya astiiti (= astiit) without change of sense" e.g. purastiit
ni~pravii7Jis ca (5.4.160).
[N.B. Sometimes includes samiisanta from (5,4.68)]

The word ni$pravii7Jis ca is irregularly formed without adding
the pratyaya kap though the last word is a nadf word.
"taddhitii~ samarthiiniirrz prathamiid vii" (4.1.82)
"The taddhita pratyaya~ on the alternative (of their being
employed at all) come after the word that is signified by the first
of the words in construction in a sutra up to but excluding "priig
diso vibhakti~" (5.3.1)".
We shall consider a few of these by way of example.
"asvapatyiidibhyas ca" (4.1.84) "And let the pratyaya a7J come in the
sense of various pratyayas occuring antecedently to tena dzvyati
khanati nayati nitam (4.4.2)". "When the sense is 'who plays, digs,
conquers or is conquered therewith', there is the pratyaya thak after
these". 'iisvapati~' by "taddhite$V aciim iide~" ( 7.2.117) and "yasyeti"
(6.4.148) (taddhitebhasya lopa~) "When a taddhita pratyaya follows
with an indicatory ii or fl there is vrddhi in place of the first vowel
among the vowels".
'The offspring of (one of the kings styled Asvapati)' is
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iisvapatyam by "dityadityiidityapatyuttarapadiil} lJYab" (4.1.85) "The
pratyaya lJYa in the sense of the various senses occurring antecedently
to 4.4.2, comes after the proper names diti aditi iiditya 'the sun' and
that which has the word pati as its final member". Thus daitya
descendant of diti, iiditya descendant of Aditi or a descendant of the
sun, prajiiptyab descendant of Prajiipati. For example: 'pu~annekar~e
yama siirya prajiipatya' (lsii. 16) "0, Pu~an (thou who art the
nourisher), the solitary traveller, the controller, the acquirer, the son of
Prajiipati (do remove the rays, gather up thy dazzle)". Again this
taddhita may serve as a representative of one of a very large group of
powerful secondary pratyayiib, which links with one of the senses of
taddhita itself.
By "asurasya svam" (4.4.123) the pratyaya yat comes in the
chandas after the word asura in the sixth case in construction (i.e. in
the sense of belonging). asura having in tum been derived from U!Jiidi
5.1.42 'aserurana' from dhiitu 'as'-k~epa!Je in the sense of 'throwing
up'. Thus when yat added in the sense of "tasmai hitam" (5.1.5) "A
pratyaya like 'yat' comes after a word in the fourth case in
construction in the sense of 'good for that'" (the difference in vibhakti
being due to Vedic context). We have the form of 'asurya' 'belonging
to or good for the Asuras'.
So in lsii. 3 'asuryii nama te lokii andhena tamasii vrttiib'
"Those worlds of devils are covered by blinding darkness." (Sankara
comments: As compared with their attainment of the non-dual state of
the Supreme Self, even Gods are Asuras (devils), and the worlds
belonging to them 'asuryiib'.)
tiil}ste pretyiibhigacchanti yeke ciitmahano janiibf/ "Those
people who kill, i.e. deny the Self after giving up this body, go to
those (worlds)".
Another extremely important taddhita pratyaya is decreed by
"tasya bhiivastvatalau" (6. 1.119) which states "the pratyayas tva and
tala (= ta or tii) come after a word in the sixth case in construction in
the sense of the nature thereof'.
So eka followed by tvam gives us ekatvam literally 'of the nature
of one', as in lsii. 7 = oneness/unity 'tatra ko mohab kab soka
ekatvam anupasyatab/' "In the self, of the man of realisation (in
whom all beings become the Self) what delusion and what sorrow can
remain for that seer of oneness?"
Our last example is the so-called comparative pratyaya, which in
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English is often represented by final '-er'. This is ordained by
"dvivacanavibhajyopapade tarabiyasunau" (5.3.57) which states that
"The pratyayal; tarap (tara) and iyasun (iyas) come in the sense of
'surpassing' (atisayane) after a pratipadika (as comparison between)
the things or when that which is added to it (upapada) is to be
distinguished fron another".
Thus from the dhatu jwi in the sense of swift movement
manifests 'javiya' when followed by iyas, for this causes gw;a of the u
of ju ("sarvadhatukiirdhadhatukayol;" (7.3.84)) giving jo + iyam and
javiyam by "eco 'yavayaval;" (6.1.78) the s becoming first ru by
"sasa}U$0 rul;" (8.2.66) then u by "hasi ca" (6.1.114) before the
following na, finally in sal?'lhita (union of one vakya) by "ad gw;al;"
(6.1.87) manifests asjaviya from !sa. 4 "annejad ekal?'l manaso javiyo
nainaddeva apnuvam purvamar$at" "It (the Self) is unmoving, one,
and faster than the mind (manasas). The senses (deval;) could not
overtake it, since it ran ahead".
8. Samasantal; Section
We tum to our final group of pratyayal;, also called taddhita, the
samasantal; pratyayal;, forming the final section of the svarthika
taddhita section, which have the characteristic of conveying or
bringing forth the meaning of that to which they are attached without
adding anything additional, from 5.4.68 to 5.4.160. These are all
prescribed at the end of compounds in specific cases.
By the sutra "avyayibhave saratprabhrtibhyal;" (5.4.107) Pa7Jini
states "When the compound is an avyayibhava or 'indeclinable
compound' the taddhita pratyaya tac (= ac by "cutu" (1.3. 7) and a by
"halantyam" (1.3.3)) comes after the words sarat etc. as final of the
compound". E.g. upasardam 'near the autumn'.
Again "anasac" (5.4.104) "And after that avyayibhava which
ends in an let there be tac". "nastaddhite" (6.4.144) (bhasya, {e,
!opal;) "And when a taddhita pratyaya follows, there is elision of the
last vowel with what follows it of what ends in 'n' and is called bha"
(c.f. "yaci bham" (1.4.18) "When apratyaya with an initial 'ya' or a
vowel follows, what precedes (not being sarvanamasthana) is called
bha".
Thus there is elision of the an of atman because the following
taddhita pratyaya 'tac' when stripped of its indicatory letters really
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begins with 'a'. e.g. adhyiitmam (relating to the Self). As in
Kenopani$ad 4. 5: 'atha adhyiitmarrz yadetad gacchatfva'. "There is
(the instruction through analogy) in the context of the individual self.
This (known fact that the mind) seems to go to It (Brahman) ... "
Again, there is the context of a bahuvrfhi samiisa (in respect
whereof for the most part the sense of a different word is the main one,
to which the sense of the compound epithet is subordinate).
we have the si1tra "suhrddurhrdau mitriimitrayol:z'' (5.4.150) "The
forms of suhrd and dur~rd occur with the sense of friend and foe" (the
aya of hrdaya being elided in the bahuvrfhi).
Thus suhrd 'whose heart is well affected', and durhrd 'whose
heart is ill affected'. For example "sarvasya prabhumfsiirrz sarvasya
sara7Jam suhrt" (Svet. 3.17). "The Lord, the ruler of all, the Friend
(and) the Shelter of all" For an example of tatpuru$a samiisa
pratyaya~ again we take the pratyaya tac ordained by "riijiihassakhibhya$ tac" (5.4.91) Whereby "the taddhita pratyaya tac comes
after a tatpuru$a samiisa (in which for the most part the sense of the
last of its elements is the main one) that ends with the word riijan (a
king), ahan (day), sakhi (friend)" and by "iinmahata~ samiiniidhikara7Ja}iitfyayo~" (6.3.46). "Long 'ii' is the substitute (cf. the final
of 'mahat' (great), when a word in the same case follows and when
jiitfya (like) follows". Thus sa yathii kumiiro vii mahiiriijo vii as in
Brhad. 2.1.19, mahiibriihmalJO vii 'tighnfmiinandasya gatvii sayfta
"Verily as a youth of a great king or a great Brahman might rest when
he has reached the utter oblivion of bliss, so this one now rests".
Finally, "the pratyaya tac comes after the word varcas when
preceded in a compound by the words 'brahma' or 'hasti"'.
"brahmahastibhyiif!l varcasa~" (5.4. 78) which may be read in
the Tai. 1.3: 'saha nau yasa~ saha nau brahmavarcasam' "May we
both attain fame together. May spiritual eminence be vouchsafed to
both of us together".

A. U1Jiidi Section (Appendix)
The last major section of pratyaya still comes under the general
category krt but, being only referred to by Pii7Jini yet listed separately
in tradition, may be considered as somewhat distinct. The U1Jiidi
pratyayas headed by the pratyaya an are similar to Pii7Jini' s krt
pratyayas, giving derivation mostly of such words as are not derived
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by the sfitras of Piil:zini. No particular sense such as agent, object etc.
is mentioned in connection with these pratyayas, as Pii!Jini has stated
in "tiibhyiim anyatro!Jiidaya~" (3.4. 75). (They are, however, 1qt
pratyayas under the general meaning sutra "kartari krt" and are
placed on a level with other pratyayii~ (Comp. "titutratathasisusarakase~u" (7.2.9) (anit).) "The words formed by U!Jiidi pratyayas
denote other ideas than these two (i.e. sampradiina recipient and
apiidiina ablation)". In other words any one of the senses kartr agent,
karman object, kara!Ja instrument, adhikara!Ja location is assigned to
the U!Jiidi pratyaya as suits the meaning of the word.
Although some scholars believe that the U!Jiidi pratyayii~ are
given by a grammarian later than Pii!Jini, as there are words like
tiimbfila, tiniira and others included in the list of U!Jiidi words, and that
there are many interpolated sutras, still the U!Jiidi collection must be
looked upon as an old one containing at least some pre-Pii!Jinian
material, which is definitely mentioned by Pii7Jini in two different
sutras, namely "u!Jiidayo bahulam" (3.3.1). "The pratyayii~ 'u!J' and
the rest with the force of the present (i.e. implying neither past time
nor future) and with a sense simply appellative (and not descriptive)
are attached diversely", and "tiibhyiim anyatro!Jiidaya~" (3.4. 75) (see
above for translation). 'Some pratyayas, though there be no express
injunction regarding them, are to be inferred as belonging to the class'
"kecid avihitii eva prayogata unniyante". The maxim in regard to the
pratyaya 'u!J' etc. is this:
saf!1}fiiisu dhiiturupii!Ji pratyayiis ca tata~ pare/
kiiryiid vidyiidanubandham etac chiistram U!Jiidi$ull (M.Bh.
3.3.12.136)
"When in appellatives we find the forms of dhiitus and pratyayas
coming after them, then one may know from the result (as
presented in the word) what are the indicatory letters which the
pratyaya must have possessed in order to produce the result".
This is a frank admission of the arbitrary nature of these pratyayas, in
contrast to most of Pii7Jini 's pratyayas.
The technical terms hrasva dirgha pluta udiitta upadhii lopa
saf!1prasiira7Jaf!1 abhyiisa are used in the same sense as in Pii!Jini. The
anubandhas are similar. However, Katyiiyana shows the particular
sutras of Pii!Jini:
(8.3.50) "ka~ karatkaratikrdhikrte~v anadite"; (7.4.15)
"iipo 'nyatarasyiim"; (7.2. 78) "icfajanorddhe ca"; (8.3.59)
"iiddapratyayo~"
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do not apply to Ul}iidi (4.226) which is an exception to "gatikiirakopapadiit krt" (6.2.139).
"gatikiirakopapadayol:z purvapadaprakrtisvaratvaf!1 ca" ( U!J.
4.226) "The pratyaya asi acts after compounds which have for their
first member either a gati word or when the upapada is a kiiraka; and
the first member retains its original accent". Patafijali, apparently
ascribing the collection to Siikatiiyana in Mahiibhii~ya on "ul}iidayo
bahulam" (3.3.1), states on the strength of the Viirttika "tatrol}iidiprati~edha" that these pratyayas and the words given in the Ul}iidi
collection should not be considered as genuinely derived. The
derivation is not a very systematic and logically correct one and
therefore, for practical purposes, the words derived by the application
of the pratyayas a7J etc. should be looked upon as underived. Cf.
"ul}iidhayo 'vyutpanniini priitipadikiini" (M.Bh. on P.1.1.16, 3. 4. 77).
There is a counter statement also seen in the Mahiibhii~ya
"ul}iidayo vyutpanniini" "Ul}iidi (should be looked upon) as derived"
representing the other view prevailing at the time. M.Bh. on 3.1.133;
but not much importance (according to Abhyankar) seems to be
attached to it, nor any trace of it in Kielhom's edition!
The different systems of grammar have different collections of
such words which are also known by the term U!Jiidi. Of the
collections belonging to Piil}ini' s system, three collections are
available: the collections in five piidas given in the printed edition of
Siddhiinta Kaumudf, the collection in ten piidas given in the printed
edition of the Prakriyii Kaumudf and the collection in the
Sarasvatf Kal}thiibharal}a of Bhoja forming piidas 1, 2 and 3 of the
second adhyiiya of the work. The first siUra in S.K. is
"lq-viipiijimisviidisiidhyasubhya U1J" "Let the pratyaya Ul} come after
the dhiitu kr to make, vii to blow, pii to drink, ji to overcome, mi to
scatter, sviidi to taste, siidhi to accomplish, asu to pervade". Thus
kiirul:z an artisan, viiyu 'Air', (as in "viiyur ani!am amrtam athedaf!1
asmiintaf!l" (lsii. 17) "Let (my) vital force (or w~nd) now attain the (all
pervading) immortal Air, and now let this body be reduced to ashes")
piiyul:z the organ of excretion, jiiyul:z a drug (which overcomes
diseases), miiyul:z the bile, sviidi sweet, siidhu who accomplishes the
object of another, hence virtuous, iisu quickly.
One more example of Ul}iidi sutra will serve to illustrate their
special function in providing some derivation for many words,
particularly in the Upani~ads which otherwise would remain
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underived.
"avate~tilopas ca" (UlJ. 1.139) The pratyaya san comes after the
dhatu 'av'(600) "ra~m:za gatikanti prftitrpti avagamapravesa sraValJa
svami artha yacana kriya iccha dipti avapti aliflgana hirrzsa adana
bhaga vrddhi~u" "in the sense of protecting, movement, beauty or
brilliance or desire (to return to the Absolute etc.) pleasing,
satisfaction, understanding, penetration, hearing or listening, lordship,
purpose or aim, asking) action, desire (of the Self), shining, obtaining
or pervading, embracing, injuring or killing, accepting, disturbing or
allotting and finally in prospering." In the twenty activities perhaps we
get a glimpse of the manifest nature of the dhatu of all dhatus, the
seed of all seeds at work, and there is lopa (elision) of the an (ti)
portion of san. Thus ava + m = u u + m.
The penultimate a and the final v are both changed to u by
"jvaratvarasrivyavimavam upadhayas ca" (6.4.20) "In jvara tva sriv
av and mav before the above mentioned pratyaya~ (vi-v, a nasal or a
jhaladi kit or tin) there is the single substitution of u for each of the
'v's and for the vowel preceding the final consonant". These two
coalesce into one long il, then gw:za by "sarvadhatukardhdhatukayo~"
(7.3.84) giving as in the second line lsa. 17 quoted above. Om krato
smara krtarrz smara krato smara krital!l smara "0 my mind remember
- remember all that has been done. Remember, remember all that has
been done".

(to be continued)
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